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Abstract

Latest regulatory trends implemented in order to limit emissions combined with re-

search advances in alternative fuels have paved the road toward vehicle electrification.

Major original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) have already marketed electric vehi-

cles in large scale but apart from business strategies and policies, the real engineering

problems must be addressed. Lithium-ion batteries are a promising technology for

energy storage; however, their low energy density and complex electro-chemical na-

ture, compared to fossil fuels, presents additional challenges. Their complex nature

and strong temperature dependence during operation must be studied with additional

accuracy, capable to predict their behavior. In this research, a pseudo two dimen-

sional (P2D) electro-chemical model, coupled with a 3D thermal energy balance for a

recent high capacity NMC pouch cell for automotive applications is developed. The

electrochemical model with its temperature dependent parameters is validated at dif-

ferent temperatures and various discharge C-rates to accurately replicate the battery

cell operational conditions. The sources of heat are distinguished and characterized

via advanced electrochemical-modelling approach, in various battery operations and

different thermal boundary conditions. For example, it was determined that the tem-

perature rise during discharge at high C-rates, under natural convection, could result

in thermal runaway, if managed incorrectly. Ohmic heat generation of current collec-

tors and cell tabs is investigated and included. Hence, the thermal analysis provides

insights on the current and voltage profiles causing the minimum thermal stress on the

cell and the location of heat generation spatially and temporally during the battery

discharge. Different modelling approximation of the cell are studied starting from the

cell fundamental unit. This provides effective design considerations for the battery

thermal management system (BTMS) to enhance performance, cycle life and safety

of future electrified vehicle energy storage systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Latest regulatory trends, pushing to limit pollution mitigation and research of alter-

native fuels, have paved the road toward the vehicle electrification. However, apart

from marketing strategies and policies, the the electric energy production and storage

are the real engineering problems to address. The latter concerns on-board storage

energy devices, batteries for automotive applications and is the main focus of research.

This is not an easy task because the traditional fossil fuels have a volumetric energy

density much higher than the lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries as Figure 1.1 is reporting.

Although electric drive-trains give superior performances with energy conversion

efficiencies much higher than the internal combustion engine (ICE) [32], the drawback

of a lower energy density is heavily affecting the range of the vehicles. For example,

a conventional US class 8 heavy truck is able to run 1930 km with one conventional

diesel tank of 760 l while to cover the same distance, roughly 300.000 18650 Panasonic

cylindrical cells in the battery pack are needed, adding 20.000 kg to the vehicle. It is

true that the thermal power-train will be entirely substituted by small electric motors

however, the space can be easily replaced by batteries.

Another key concept in providing power via battery is that the battery is not a

charge tank, with capacity measured in Ah that represents the amount of electric

charge that can be stored or retrieved. Rather, the amount of power is depending on

charge and discharge conditions affecting the electrochemical nature of the device:

• C-rate,

• Open circuit voltage (OCV),
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• Temperature,

• Cell and local state of charge of the electrodes (SOC).

Figure 1.1: Volumetric energy density of transport fuels

Why are Li-ion batteries termed as the most suitable batteries for automotive ap-

plications amongst all the battery typologies? As shown by the Ragone plot (Figure

1.2) they have the best energy density available when compared to Ni-Cd, Ni-Mh and

Lead-Acid batteries. This results in a higher range for the vehicle with less weight

occupied by the battery pack. It must be stated clearly that the distance covered with

one complete recharge is the most critical benchmarking parameter from the user’s

point of view that allows the battery electric vehicles (BEVs) to be comparable to

the internal combustion ones [33]. This explains thoroughly why funds and research

efforts are invested to study in depth all aspects related to the battery performances.

Li-ion batteries have the advantage of offering a small self-discharge rate and no mem-

ory effect [14]. Another advantage is a higher open circuit voltage (OCV) compared

to the other technologies [34], which combined with packaging characteristics gives

smaller fundamental units, called cells, that can be assembled in modular and flexi-

ble methods to obtain a complete battery pack that respects design constraints and

weight distribution of a typical vehicle [14]. Battery packs concentrate the vehicle

weight distribution at wheels level, promising better handling in sudden maneuvers.

The higher voltage causes lower losses in the electric energy transmission. However,
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all these advanced features come with a cost [35]. For example, [36] reports that for

a Renault Zoe with a 52 kWh battery pack, in 2018 the cost per kWh was 160¤,

hence the total price to buy the battery pack is 8, 100¤, circa 22.5% of the total cost

of the car top version 35, 990¤. In addition, the cell life and the safety are lower with

respect to the competing batteries, because Li-ion batteries are very sensible to exter-

nal environment conditions, [37, 38, 39]. If the battery parameters are not controlled

by a battery thermal management system BTMS, thermal effects can compromise

the storage device performances. Starting from capacity fade and self-discharge at

high temperature and high rates [23, 40], temperature inhomogeneity causes electrical

parameters imbalance, thus leading to uneven aging and utilization of battery cells

[14, 41]. In the worst case, when the temperature rises outside the limits, dangerous

irreversible and exothermic reactions can start, the battery can emit gas and in the

worst case explode. This situation is named thermal runaway [42]. Low tempera-

tures can also cause issues to the Li-ion battery operation [43, 44], as will be further

discussed for all these phenomena in Section 2.2.

Figure 1.2: Ragone plot of specific power density vs. specific energy density of various
electrochemical energy storage devices. Source: [1]
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1.1.1 Li-ion Batteries For Automotive Applications

The energy requirements for the propulsion of ground vehicles cannot be satisfied by

a single cell, hence many fundamental units precisely connected are required to satisfy

the specifications. The single cells are connected in parallel or series in units called

modules, and in turn, modules are connected together to give the final battery pack of

the vehicle. Designing the connections and the control circuits allows to reach the ca-

pacity and energy required by the vehicle. Several original equipment manufacturers

(OEMs) are producing different kinds of cells that can differ by geometry, chemistry

and output specifications (e.g. capacity, voltage, energy density) [23]. The most com-

mon formats are cylindrical (Figure 1.3), prismatic (Figure 1.4), pouch-type (Figure

1.5) and coin size cells. In turn the car manufacturers employ these different cells

to develop their battery packs with different strategies and combinations. The most

common cell is the cylindrical 18650 (the name is expressing its dimensions d=18mm

h=65mm) that was initially used for HEVs power applications with the exception of

Tesla, that used it in combination with a liquid cooled system in a BEV [19].

To give the reader an idea, the first generation of 2012 Tesla Model S has an

85 kWh battery pack at 400 − 500V [19]. The cells are cylindrical 18650 NCA

Cathode-Carbon/Si anode chemistry. 444 cells (6 groups in series of 74 cells in par-

allel) gives a battery module. 16 modules in series made up the 7,104 cells battery

pack, with a weight of 540 kg, Figure 1.6. The battery cost is estimated around 22%

of the total car. The Tesla Model S P100D requires 8256 cells to reach a 100 kWh

battery pack. A different cell, the Panasonic 2170 (d=21mm, h=70mm) is used on

the Tesla Model 3, 75 kWh, 478 kg battery pack where only 4,416 cells are needed

since this cell has a capacity 4.8Ah instead of 18650’s 3 Ah.

1.2 Objective and Contributions

The temperature gradient in a Li-ion battery cell has equal importance, if not more,

than the absolute temperature. Thus, this justifies the need for accurate and predic-

tive heat generation models. The majority of automotive thermal studies are focused

at pack, [41, 45, 46, 47], or module level, [29, 41, 48] where the thermal variables are

easy to detect and control, given the presence of multiple materials and complex struc-

tural, electrical and cooling geometries and connections. Less information is available

at the single cell level. At this scale, mainly, cylindrical LFP cells were analyzed be-

cause higher thermal gradient is expected along the radial dimension. The cylindrical
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Figure 1.3: Panasonic
NCR18650B cylindrical
battery cell. Source: [2]

Figure 1.4: Panasonic
prismatic Li-ion battery
for PHEVs. Source: [3]

Figure 1.5: A123 Systems
pouch cell. Source: [4]

geometry, due its low surface to volume ratio, has a slower heat transport toward the

cell boundaries [49]. The presence of a cooling system is even more important in this

case. LFP chemistry has dominated the first part of Li-ion cells evolution history

due to superior safety, making it the best candidate for general purpose commercial

applications. In regard to the automotive world, the research and development in this

field has identified NMC chemistry and pouch cells the current state-of-the-art tech-

nology. Proven that, each chemistry and battery specific configuration has its unique

behavior, in terms of electrochemistry and heat generation, their characterization is

heavily required. For example, in [24], the most heat is generated during charge in

the negative electrode while in [29, 50] the most critical heat generation is happen-

ing during discharge near positive electrode-current collector interface. Most of the

batteries under study are of limited capacity, like the ones employed in electronics

ranging from 2Ah up to 10Ah [24, 29, 50, 51], but these are not sufficient for latest

trends in automotive power specifications. Only [52], develops a complete thermal

electrochemical model for a 53Ah pouch NMC cell that is similar to the cell presented

in this study.

This thesis has the purpose to develop a P2D model coupled with a 3D ther-

mal energy balance for a high capacity NMC pouch cell for automotive applications.

COMSOL Multiphysics R© v5.5 software environment will be used for the finite ele-

ment analysis FEA simulations. The presented research project aims to evaluate the

heat generation inside a recently developed NMC pouch cell. Sources of heat could

be distinguished and characterized due to the advanced electrochemical modelling
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Figure 1.6: Scheme of Tesla Model S 85 battery pack. Source: [5]

approach in various battery operations; for example, during charge and discharge at

high C-rates which if not correctly managed could lead to thermal runaway. Pouch

cells and in particular, NMC chemistry, are less investigated in literature. The confi-

dentiality of their electrochemical parameters is high between battery manufacturers.

Here, a model that joins the deep understanding of electrochemical nature of the

battery but with a limited computational burden is developed. With further opti-

mization and testing for a specific battery pack configuration in a vehicle, this tool

could be implemented for real time control and estimation in a future BTMS.

In particular, the main objectives are:

• The classification of generated heat sources from the battery electrochemical

model and their study under different discharge rates and temperatures. The

novel chemistry and high capacity makes this work a useful contribution for the

research.

• Develop a simulation tool that embeds the required complexity to understand

the electrochemical nature of the battery while allowing fast and accurate com-

putation with respect to a fully 3D thermal and electrochemical model.

• A valuable flexible online engineering tool is obtained making it useful to eval-

uate design changes. This general objective tool can reduce the need of calibra-

tion and experimental characterization.
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• The thermal analysis provides insights on what current and voltage profiles are

causing the minimum thermal stress on the cell and location of heat that is

developed spatially and temporally, allowing an effective design of model-based

BTMS control strategy to enhance performance, cycle life and safety.

• Possible improvement of best practices of OEMs to develop advanced cooling

systems and BTMS with algorithms presenting high accuracy and low compu-

tational burden.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The document is divided in seven chapters where the first one is an introduction to

the treated problem while declaring the objectives of this work.

In Chapter 2, firstly, the required battery fundamental notions are explained to

the reader. Then it is presented the necessity of joined thermal-electrochemical study

of Li-ion battery storage devices, for a complete understanding of their nature. In

conclusion, the various possibilities of battery electrical and thermal modelling, to

approach this problem, are presented. The state-of-the art solutions are explained

both for electrochemical modelling and battery thermal management. These works

will be the main references for the analysis presented here.

In Chapter 3, the analytical P2D electrochemical model coupled with a 3D dis-

tributed energy balance are explained in their details. All required equations are

presented to the reader and a Section 3.3, is dedicated for the models ECT coupling.

Chapter 4 contains the complete description of the Li-ion battery cell under study

with fundamental parameters analysis, which are required for the model numerical so-

lution. A specific section is dedicated to the temperature dependent properties, 4.4. In

the last part, the model practical implementation details in COMSOL Multiphysics R©

software are discussed as well as the different simulations to be solved.

The electrochemical model validation against experimental data provided by an

OEM, is carried out as a first step in Chapter 5. This allows to test the model un-

der four applied discharge currents and at three temperature values. Temperature

dependency is firstly tested here along with its required electrochemical and tem-

perature dependent parameters. Interesting conclusions are drawn for the battery

electrochemical-thermal performance and validated also with the available literature.

Chapter 6 includes the final results for the complete electrochemical-thermal

model. Simulation results firstly validate the simplified approach presented by the
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Author against a fully coupled 3D ECT model for a cell fundamental unit. Heat

sources computed by the two models are analyzed and compared. Then two different

simulation approaches results are presented, these model the complete cell tempera-

ture distribution and temperature rise under different applied currents and thermal

boundary conditions.

The conclusion Chapter 7 summarizes all the key findings of these research and

expresses the future work requirements.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Li-ion Batteries Fundamentals

The fundamental components of a battery cell are the negative electrode and its cur-

rent collector foil, the separator containing the electrolytic solution, and the positive

electrode joined with its positive current collector positioned according to Figure 2.1.

Considering a galvanic cell, in most of the cases the negative electrode or anode is

made of layered graphitic carbon that coats its copper negative current collector.

The positive electrode or cathode has an aluminum foil to collect current and it is

covered by an active Li-metal layered oxide. The positive electrode chemistry affects

cell performances to a larger extent so its composition can vary by application and

it is a constant topic of research and development. The separator is made of plastic

polymer (PP or PE) and contains the electrolyte, which is a lithium salt in an organic

solvent, and it is often in liquid form. The key feature, enabling the cell operation,

comes from the electrolyte. It is an ionic conductor but an electronic insulator; this

allows Li-ions to carry the charge inside the battery while electrons are kept outside,

carrying the charge through the cables. During the operation, Li-ions travel inside

the cell. In discharge situations the ions exit from the layers of graphite in the neg-

ative terminal (de-intercalation process) to enter amongst the layer of the positive

one (intercalation or insertion process), whereas for charge conditions the operation

is inverted.

The assembly of all the components giving a complete cell is termed a jellyroll

[7], and it can exist in different formats (Figure 2.2): cylindrical cells Figure 2.2a,

coin-type cells Figure 2.2b, prismatic cells Figure 2.2c and the last trend adopted for

automotive applications pouch-type cells Figure 2.2d).

The chemistry of electrodes and electrolyte widely affect the performances of bat-
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of a typical Li-ion battery cell. Source [6]

tery cells and are constant object of innovation and improvement. The electrode

material mixtures have a characteristic open circuit potential (OCP) value for anode

and cathode that give the nominal voltage at which the cell operates. The OCP values

change with respect to the percentage of Li-ions in the material at a reference tem-

perature and every material has its own characteristic curve. This gives the extremes

of voltage where the anode and cathode are operating, which in turns gives the cell

voltage. In addition, every composition is characterized by its own specific energy

and capacity. Therefore, it is easy to understand why the choice of each material is

important to obtain the performance desired by the cell. In this thesis the analysis

will be concentrated only on Li-ion batteries since they present superior features as

explained previously.

Cathode Materials

The first employed cathode material was the lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) LiCoO2,

Figure 2.3 [8]. This is widely employed in consumer electronic devices, offering high

specific energy but the specific power and life span are moderate, Figure 2.4, making

them unsuitable for automotive applications [53, 34]. The high cobalt cost also re-

duces their marketability.

The evolution was the lithium manganese oxide (LMO) LiMn2O4, Figure 2.5, which
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Figure 2.2: Jellyroll disposition for various formats of Lithium battery cells: cylindri-
cal [a], coin [b], prismatic [c], pouch [d]. Source: [7]

has a spinel structure. This 3D isometric crystal structure improves the ion flow re-

sulting in low internal resistance and making fast charging and discharging scenarios

possible. The energy performance is increased moderately from LCO chemistry but

specific power, safety and life span are improved, Figure 2.6.

A step further was achieved due to the implementation of lithium iron phosphate

(LFP) LiFePO4 cathode chemistry, Figure 2.7 . As a result of its olivine structure

the electrochemical performance is enhanced and the stability provided by the P −O
bond prevents the release of O2 when it is fully charged ending up in less stress in

charge conditions. The crucial benefits are enhanced safety, tolerance to misuse, long

cycle life and the possibility to sustain a high current rating, Figure 2.8 [8]. The

drawbacks are moderate specific energy and elevated self-discharge.

The latest commercially available chemistry is lithium nickel cobalt and manganese

(NMC) LiMnCoO2, Figure 2.9, that combines the properties of single elements

[53, 34]. Nickel has high specific energy but, being unstable, needs to be coupled

with manganese, which stabilizes the mixture while achieving high power due to its

spinel structure. This can be seen in Figure 2.10. The proportion between the mate-

rials can be varied if a high power or high energy configuration is desired. The former

finds its application mainly in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) where the electric trac-

tion is used mainly for short time but at higher discharge rates. The latter can be a

typical case for BEVs in which a high energy configuration is needed to guarantee an

acceptable range of the vehicle. 1/3Ni 1/3Co 1/3Mn NMC111 is the most common
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Figure 2.3: LCO crystalline struc-
ture. Source: [8]

Figure 2.4: LCO web diagram.
Source: [8]

Figure 2.5: LMO spinel crystalline
structure. Source: [8]

Figure 2.6: LMO webb diagram.
Source: [8]

configuration that limits the cobalt quantity but others like NMC532, NMC622 and

NMC822 are used by current car manufacturers favoring high energy density [53].

Following the same principle composite electrodes were developed to achieve certain

compromises. For example LMO−NMC electrodes are combining energy and power

densities with higher rate capability and lower cost. This allows the battery manu-

facturers to tailor the cell composition based on the customer request. Precaution

should be taken to avoid an uneven utilization causing uneven aging of the materi-

als. Another alternative is the nickel cobalt aluminum oxide (NCA) LiNiCoAlO2

chemistry which is similar to NMC but with lower cost and safety [53, 34]. This

configuration is still used in some electric vehicles.

The research and development for cathode materials has the objective to increase the
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Figure 2.7: LFP olivine crystalline
structure. Source: [9]

Figure 2.8: LFP web diagram.
Source: [8]

voltage and the energy density at which they are currently operating. Lithium anode

and sulphur cathode (Li−S) battery is promising higher energy density with a lower

cost however, instability of the compound can cause safety issues reducing the life of

the battery along with corrosion effects [33].

Figure 2.9: NMC crystalline
structure. Source: [10]

Figure 2.10: NMC web diagram.
Source: [8]

Anode Materials

The conventional anode material is graphite LiC6 and it is one of the most widely

used. Li ions can reversibly enter and exit from graphite layers, in a process called

intercalation/de-intercalation, as seen in Figure 2.11. The formation of the solid elec-

trolyte interphase (SEI) layer is important to be pointed out. Since the intercalation

in graphite occurs at potentials outside the stability window of common electrolytes,
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the solvent in it decomposes in a film, the SEI, over the surface of graphite particles

in the first charges and discharges of the battery. Some Li is wasted in the SEI forma-

tion and the layer is electronically insulating but ionically conductive. The SEI effect

can be included in the battery models through film resistance, giving an additional

potential drop that can be included in the battery models. As the battery is used the

SEI layer grows causing the reduction of the cyclable (Usable) Li inside the battery

termed as capacity fade especially at higher temperatures enabling higher electrolyte

decomposition and solvent co-intercalation [38, 54]. This phenomenon is taking place

mainly on the anode but it affecting the whole cell [54].

Figure 2.11: Graphite crystalline structure and SEI. Source: [11]

Lithium titanate (LTO), Li4Ti5O12 is a material used to replace graphite [53, 34].

It has a spinel structure that gives the possibility to fast charge and discharge up

to 10C (ten times the rated capacity). In addition, this material is not producing

a passive SEI layer and its lower temperature limit is −30◦C. This gives to LTO a

prolonged cycle life. The main drawbacks that prevent its wide utilization are the

high cost and the low specific energy compared to graphite.

The research for future anode materials is evaluating the possibility of exploiting

the alloying reaction instead of intercalation, to increase their energy density. The

most important factor is that the alloying reaction changes the structure of the host

material. The ones compatible with Li in a reversible reaction are tin (Sn) and

silicon (Si) providing higher specific energy [53, 55, 56]. The dangerous side is the

volume change that the alloying reaction is causing, inducing mechanical stress for

the cell and leading to capacity fade in long term. A more feasible composition can

be represented by Si-C composites [55], limiting the volume expansion with a carbon

matrix containing nanoparticles of Si, keeping the energy density high. The lower

volumetric density and the complicated production process are problems that have
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Figure 2.12: LTO crystalline
structure. Source: [12]

Figure 2.13: LTO webb diagram.
Source: [8]

still to be addressed [55, 56].

Electrolyte and Separator

The ionic conducting electrolyte is commonly a liquid or gel solution of Li salt,

e.g. LiPF6, and organic solvents, typically HC-based, and additives. These are often

undisclosed but typically it is a mixture of alkyl carbonates (ethylene, dimethyl and

ethylmethyl carbonates) [14]. Additives can be used to facilitate the initial SEI for-

mation or to enhance the cell thermal stability [14]. Low voltage tolerance of organic

electrolyte and safety issues decomposition in case of contact of HC-liquid and air,

have pushed the research toward gel and solid state electrolytes or non-flammable

aqueous based electrolyte solutions. Some examples are Perovskites structures, Nais-

con like structures or Garnet type structures enabling the cell to work at higher

voltage with less safety concerns [57]. Some important challenges have still to be

solved such as the increase of grain-boundary resistance due to the solid material

[57].

The separator is a thin layer of porous material used to separate the anode from

the cathode avoiding an internal short circuit. Usually, it is made by plastic materials

PP, PE and their combinations because they can withstand the corrosive hydrocar-

bons present in the electrolyte. A layered separator can be used to ensure separation

of the electrodes at higher temperatures in the order of 100◦C [14]. However, ce-

ramic separators are under development to increase the safety of the cell at high

temperatures and this material is able to reduce the battery internal resistance [14].
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2.2 Reasons for Battery Modelling and Thermal

Management

Due to the complex nature of the battery device, it is necessary to study the phenom-

ena and dynamics of the electrochemical reactions happening inside it in depth. The

goal is the possibility to forecast its behavior, especially in case of automotive applica-

tions where safety, performance, and durability are crucial for customer satisfaction.

Performance is mainly expressed in the vehicle range and possibility of fast charge

and discharge the battery. Durability is reflected in terms of battery cycle life. Since

the assembled cells give the origin to modules and battery packs, problems linked

to a single cell can compromise the functioning of the whole battery compartment.

Therefore, the necessity to model them correctly is clearly motivated. From thermal

point of view, the Li-ion battery behavior must be deeply understood since chemical

reactions that generate heat, depending on the electric parameters, are involved. The

classical Joule heating phenomena is only one component of the total heat genera-

tion from a battery cell [58]. The most advanced thermal models are based on a set

of electrochemical reactions laws that explain the working principles of the cell [59].

These models are typically termed as electrochemical-thermal (ECT) battery models

and they represent the state of the art of the battery science. A detailed discussion

will follow in the next sections.

The lack of knowledge and underestimation of the link between the electrochemical

and thermal nature of these energy storage devices can lead to several dangerous

issues:

• Capacity fade/Power loss

As all components in a car, the guaranteed life that must be ensured by the

OEMs to the customers is 10 years [14], but it is not easy if the battery temper-

ature increases because the performance of the battery is reduced [60]. Since

individuating all specific degradation reactions is changing chemistry by chem-

istry, resulting in a complex task, capacity fade is used to describe the general

phenomena of Li-ion reduction, in the active battery material [40], thus reducing

the amount of available charge with respect to the original battery. The increase

of temperature causes the cell internal resistance to rise which in turn produces

more heat causing a power loss [61]. The mechanisms of cell degradation are

depending upon the cell chemistry [62], as the capacity of the cell appears to

degrade independently by the chemistry or rate of discharge when its temper-
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ature overcomes 50◦C. An example of a specific investigation on the capacity

fade mechanism was carried by Ramadass te al. [63], in a Sony 18650 LCO cell.

The higher temperature causes the increase of the SEI film on the anode with

lithium subtracted mainly by active material from the LiCoO2 cathode [63]. In

addition, when batteries are stored, the capacity and power fade are termed as

calendar performance loss. However, battery deterioration could still depend

by the temperature and initial SOC as presented by Thomas et al. [64] , and

Smart et al. [39], rising up to 55% lost capacity for temperatures from 55◦C to

70◦C.

• Self-discharge

The self-discharge rate is limited in Li-ion batteries so it is one of their strengths.

For example, in the work of Marcicki and Yang [65], it was evaluated as 1% of

the SOC in a 25Ah cell. This term is expressed as the drop of cell available

capacity without using the cell, in a reversible manner. Also in this case, the

specific processes are chemistry dependent. For example, Aurbach [66] points

out the tendency of fully charged graphite electrodes to be strong reducing

agents and the SEI on their surface not completely passivate them, allowing

Li-ions attraction hence lowering the anode potential. Surface species can be

dissolved by the increasing temperature favoring the rate of self-discharge. Of-

ten, for automotive applications, the rest period of the energy storage is limited

so, the self-discharge is not one of the main issues. However, as some authors

[62] demonstrated, maintaining the ambient temperature of 60◦C for months

can cause a significant capacity decrease.

• Electrical Cell Imbalance

Single cells have to be connected in series and parallel to reach capacity (cur-

rent) and voltage requirements for HEVs and BEVs. In the series connection

the weakest cell limits the performance of the entire string. Battery cells with

different capacities cause the pack to produce less energy than expected [62],

and this is only the immediate effect. Furthermore, charging and discharging

the pack can produce severe consequences, especially in Li-ions batteries where

side reactions are prone to take place. For example, during discharge, a lower ca-

pacity cell can reach the limit voltage faster with the danger of over-discharging.

Similarly, during charging there will be the over-charge possibility. The Posi-

tive electrode can release oxygen or the negative electrode could experience Li

plating [67]. The imbalance is mainly detected as difference of cell SOC [14].
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The weakest cell turns out to be also the most used causing uneven aging [14].

The worst cases can end up in a thermal runaway situation. This explains why

monitoring the pack only, cannot effectively monitor and prevent this situation

in the cells [62]. The series connection requires some sort of balancing circuits.

Single cell or reduced groups as the modules must be monitored individually

and actively, with the possibility of focusing the intervention. Many cell elec-

trical variables have been proven temperature dependent [62], and so operating

at non-uniform temperature will cause additional mismatch. For example, the

internal resistance of the battery can vary with temperature. A temperature

difference of 5◦C causes a difference up to 40% in the current passing through

the cells under the same voltage [68]. An integrated control of battery tempera-

ture is fundamental to not cause electrical imbalance. Summing up, the causes

of electrical imbalance can be manufacturer tolerances, non-uniform aging, and

temperature difference. The last two can be also consequences if the imbalance

is not controlled.

• Low Temperature Performance

The Li-ion batteries are sensible to extreme climates. In terms of low temper-

atures the common threshold is −10◦C [23, 43], from which energy and power

output of the battery are substantially reduced. As the temperature drops

below, the capacity of the battery is strongly limited. For example, Nagasub-

ramanian [69] studied the performance of Li-ion 18650 Panasonic cells. He

discovered that at −40◦C the battery is delivering only 5% and 1.25% of energy

and power density with respect to the values obtained at 20◦C. This has the in-

fluence on the vehicle range, a 2012 Nissan Leaf was found having only 63 miles

of range at −10◦C against 163 miles declared for ideal conditions, this is partly

explained by the lack of battery cooling/heating system in this model. Other

drops of PHEVs range were reported by Shidore and Bohn [70], up to 13% of

mileage reduction at −7◦C . The main causes for subzero performance decay

are: low ionic conductivity of electrolyte and SEI growth on electrode surface

[71, 72], lower solid state Li diffusivity [43, 73], high Li-plating of graphite an-

ode [74], [75] and slow kinetics and transport processes at electrode-electrolyte

interface due to an increased charge transfer resistance [23, 43, 73]. Zhang et

al. [43] reported that the increase of the charge-transfer resistance is the main

contributor of the performance degradation experienced at low temperatures,

the resistance increase is also affected by the battery SOC with an inverse pro-
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portion. This explains why in cold climates the charging process is more critical

than the discharging one. OEMs have developed battery heating strategies to

counteract this problem. Due to the Li-ion battery operative temperature range

it is fundamental that the BTMS includes both cooling and heating systems.

• In Cell/Pack Temperature Gradient

Battery packs are obtained joining single cells in parallel or series connection.

Additional components are required, for example bus bars, control electronics,

cooling/heating circuits which are built with different materials. These com-

ponents along with the electrochemical reactions of the batteries generate heat

and dissipate it in different manners. This can lead to uneven heat and temper-

ature distribution inside the pack and the battery module [76]. If not managed

correctly, the heat can accumulate in inner cells of the pack causing higher tem-

perature. As discussed, the parameters of a single cell are strongly temperature

dependent, causing capacity variation between cells. This can lead to electrical

imbalance and uneven aging mechanism (capacity fade), affecting the battery’s

useful life [41]. This could be further emphasized in cases of high applied cur-

rents in fast charging/discharging scenarios, single and in cycles [14, 77]. The

opposite mechanism can also happen, where abuse conditions create temper-

ature gradients between or inside cells. Since the automotive cells are larger

and larger, to satisfy the HEVs and BEVs performance requirements and made

of different materials, temperature gradients are favored, inside a single cell

[76, 77]. Often the heat generation is not uniform but in some cases, like Wu et

al. showed, the heat dissipation from the tab is the most important contribution

for the temperature non-uniformity. As an outcome of research tests, the max-

imum admitted temperature gradient between cells and in the cell must stay

below 5◦C [78]. It is important to account that the Li-ion battery nature has

this thermal-electrochemical coupled behavior, because a temperature gradient

causes imbalance in the electrochemical parameters that in turn increases the

heat generation. Analyzing the battery cooling solutions of the BTMSs, it is

found that some amongst them have the risk to enhance temperature gradient

[24, 29]. Some cells formats, enhancing the cell surface area, can improve the

tendency of uneven temperature growth inside cells [29]. Concluding the para-

graph, it must be clear to the reader that for a correct thermal management of

Li-ion batteries the values of temperature gradient has the same importance,

if not more, as of the absolute temperature value, to operate the storage in
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the optimal performance range. Therefore, they must be jointly monitored and

controlled from the cell to pack level.

• Thermal Runaway

Thermal runaway describes the condition in which elevated temperature in bat-

teries trigger exothermic irreversible reactions, generating heat, further increas-

ing the temperature and leading to the storage device failure. Mechanical abuse,

electrical abuse, thermal abuse and their combinations are its causes [42]. It is

by far the most dangerous event if the battery is not thermally managed cor-

rectly, its failure modes can be gas emissions, fire and explosion of the battery

cells [23]. To reproduce thermal runaway, abuse tests have been developed like

oven exposure, short-circuit, overcharge, nail penetration, and crush tests [76].

In this mechanism, there are several reactions triggered at different temperature

thresholds, in different sequences. Battery design, chemistry, SOC and abuse

conditions affect their occurrence [62, 76]. Several researchers studied a precise

example of thermal runaway of a cell triggered by a known cause, and they

analyze all the reaction chain that fuels the event [76, 79]. One of first reac-

tion typical of all Li-ion batteries is the SEI interface metastable components

which dissolve from 90◦C to 120◦C [79] and successively at 100−130◦C [76], the

exposed negative electrode reacts with the electrolyte in an highly exothermic

reaction which further raises the temperature up to 200◦C peaks. 130◦C is also

found a common meltdown temperature of the separator causing a short circuit

between the electrodes. Above 200◦C the positive electrode decomposes pro-

ducing oxygen that may react with electrolyte solvent or directly with positive

electrode material [76, 79]. Here is where LFP cathodes provide their enhanced

safety, withstanding higher temperatures [80]. At these temperatures lithium

salt in electrolyte can generate gaseous products that can swell the battery, in-

creasing internal pressure [76]. Al Hallaj et al. [81] in addition, presented that a

higher cell SOC can lower the temperature onset of thermal runaway. Conduc-

tivity of electrode (electronic) and conductivity of electrolyte (ionic) are often

demonstrated to be described by Arrhenius type relations [48], so increasing the

temperature more current will be directed in that part of the cell generating

more and more Ohmic heat in a positive feedback. Another interesting work

done by Kim et al. [82] showed how cells with high surface-to-volume ratio sup-

pressed thermal runaway below 140◦C due to the faster ability in transfer heat.

The worst possible scenario is by far the cascading thermal runaway where an
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individual cell failure induces multiple cells nearby to fail, compromising the

whole battery pack. In [83], Cai et al reported for a 4.5Ah NMC cell that this

phenomenon can be forecast by force signal on the cell surface due to the gas

pressure build-up that is preceding the temperature rise, so it is still control-

lable. Safety pressure releasing vents, shutdown separators, thermal retardants

electrolytes and coatings can improve the safety of the Li-ion battery [23, 76].

For these preventive measures to be effective, they have to be coupled with a

key component, the battery thermal management system (BTMS), which also

incorporates the cooling, a topic that will be discussed in future.

• Design Considerations

After discussing all these issues related to this battery typology temperature sen-

sitivity, the importance of electrochemical-thermal modeling of Li-ion battery

cells is clear. It allows for their exploitation and for defining optimal charging

and discharging curves that cause the minimum stress to the component while

achieving the maximum performances.

Some authors and battery OEMs provided the suggested temperature working

ranges for Li-ion batteries. Pesaran [84] firstly suggested the suitable range

between 25◦C and 40◦C with a maximum difference of 5◦C module to module.

Later, he individuated 10◦C − 35◦C as desired working temperature for safety,

life and performance of Li-ion batteries, Figure 2.14. Manufacturers like Pana-

sonic suggest a 0◦C−45◦C range for charge and −10◦C−60◦C for discharge [85].

LGchem suggests 0◦C − 50◦C charging range and −20◦C − 75◦C as discharge

range. This is a further proof that charging performance is the most critical

one. Some authors like Ladrech [86] divide the temperature range into zones

where the optimal one lies between 20◦C and 30◦C. Figure 2.15 summarizes the

temperature ranges into: optimal temperature range; operational temperature

range where no reduction in battery life is expected during normal operation;

and survival temperature range, where it is known that problems may arise

toward thermal runaway or low temperature performance issues. Temperature

in a Li-ion battery should be kept below 40◦C and at minimum above 15◦C.
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Figure 2.14: Optimal temperature range
for Li-ion batteries. Source: [13]

Figure 2.15: Summary of temperature
ranges for Li-ion Batteries. Source:
[14]

2.3 The Output of Battery Modelling: Battery

Management and Thermal Management

Results coming from the battery modelling are used as inputs for the battery man-

agement system (BMS) and battery thermal management system (BTMS) which is

in charge of controlling the battery pack through the cooling system.

Battery Management System BMS

With the name of battery thermal management system (BTMS), all the principal

functions of control of battery cells are included from all aspects, namely battery man-

agement system (BMS) and especially the thermal one. The need of some control

entity was clearly expressed in the previous section. Automotive batteries present

unique challenges compared to their implementation in portable electronics. The

discharge is not always constant and with a fixed slow pace, as all automotive com-

ponents 10 year’s life must be guaranteed [14], dealing with harsh conditions and

temperatures at which the vehicle is exposed. In addition, not all electric vehicles

applications have the same requirements. HEV batteries are subjected to continuous

charge and discharge [68] at higher rates up to 10C (battery in power configuration),

causing higher temperature rise [14]. BEV batteries are subjected to longer but less

intense discharges near 1C (battery energy configuration) ending in less temperature

increase.

BMS is made by several components, a master controller with slave components:

PCBs (integrated circuits), high power switches (MOSFETS) and sensors arranged

in different topographies. An important part is made by software and system control

electronics, usually using CANbus or Flex Ray networks which permits detachment,

preserving the electronics in a short circuit event [49].
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BMS main functions are:

• Protection for over-charging, over-discharging, high temperatures, low temper-

atures, short circuits and other failure modes. This guarantees safe operation,

even taking into account physical damages that can occur to the battery [68],

• Monitor the state of battery and cells: SOC, SOH, maximum voltage and cur-

rent. From SOC, SOH and temperature T is estimated the current to not

overcome the limits in a future time interval, delta time. This enables the man-

agement of power sources/sinks. For example, the charge current from regen-

erative braking or cruising is sent to the battery pack or otherwise is dissipated

in a resistor pack (reducing overall HEV efficiency),

• Optimization of performance, as objective, in terms of control charging/discharging

while not damaging or reducing life and balancing the charge.

This is necessary since Li-ions batteries offer superior performances but they need

tighter control with respect to other battery typologies. Some example of racing

applications have no long term BMS since the storage is substituted every race but

generally all production application have a BMS [14].

The master controller embeds these tasks:

• Monitor pack voltage and cell control boards voltage,

• Control charge and discharge current,

• Monitor pack temperature, communicate with the cell boards to know their

temperature and based on the reading, manage the heating/cooling units,

• Opening/closing contactors (battery to motors, charger to battery) for safety

management based on Voltage, Temperature, SOC and SOH,

• Calculate, manage and track SOx functions and interact with vehicle ECU or

other master system, reducing current and knowing the range and pack status

(remaining capacity, energy).

BMS architecture can be distinguished mainly in centralized or distributed. Cen-

tralized BMS, Figure 2.16 , presents one control unit and cell control units in one

place with wires going to the periphery. This maximizes the wiring and lowers the
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hardware count. Distributed BMS, Figure 2.17, has one master controller and slaves

directly mounted on cells or modules. Higher costs for more PCBs is expected but in

return for greater functionality and localized control. Hybrid combinations between

these two are also possible.

Figure 2.16: Centralized battery manage-
ment system structure. Source: [14]

Figure 2.17: Distributed battery man-
agement system structure. Source:
[14]

The control logic can be programmed, with static limits, that are basically look

up tables implemented in the hardware and generally safe. Or, if a dynamic model

estimator is employed, the limit values are calculated based on the situation and

the battery performance is exploited with greater extent. In the optimal situation a

smaller pack with a dynamic control can achieve the same performance of bigger one

controlled statically [68].

One of the crucial tasks of this system is charge balancing. This expresses the

action of maintaining the cells in the pack at same SOC. It is important so, the

weakest cell does not limit the pack, for example, if one single cell discharges more,

the remaining charge contained in the others is not used. Moreover, the cell that is

more exploited will also experience more aging. The objective is to bring SOC levels

close and thus maximize capacity [87]. This function is fundamental because Li-ion

cells of the same model are never equal to the others, even from the factory [68].

The charge balancing is specifically referred to cells in a series connection, the ones

connected in parallel are automatically balanced and generally considered as single

cell. Two main strategies are employed for cell balancing. Passive balancing is used

when the cell with highest SOC dissipates energy into heat with a resistor. It is

possible to act on multiple cells but not at the same time. Attention must be paid on

where to dissipate heat. This intervention takes more time than active system and

does not improve the discharge process. The capacity discrepancy will increase over

time decreasing the utilization of the cells [49]. Active balancing refers to the action of

moving the SOC from the cell in excess to lower one until they are all equal. DC-DC
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converters make the balance possible during charge/discharge and rest periods [49].

No energy is wasted but there are higher hardware costs and more space is required

to allocate additional electronics on slave boards. Since no proven long term benefit

exists for this solution, it is not used [14].

Battery Thermal Management System (BTMS)

Battery modelling, especially from the thermal point of view, is crucial to guaran-

tee performances and safety in all use cases of a vehicle. Another point of emphasis is

identifying also what are the parameters influencing the heat generation in the bat-

tery (e.g. C-rate, SOC). It is demonstrated that Li-ion batteries have temperature

dependent properties, often described by Arrhenius law. For example, the reaction

rate can double for each 10◦C of temperature rise against the heat dissipation rate,

which is increasing only linearly with temperature rise, assuming constant heat trans-

fer coefficient [68]. Results of model predictions are inputs for designing the BTMS,

battery thermal management system, that is in charge to control the battery pack

through the cooling/heating system.

The main functions are devoted to achieve the objectives explained in the design

considerations paragraph [17]:

• Regulate the batteries to operate in the desired temperature range,

• Reduce uneven temperature distribution (in-cell and in-pack) avoiding localized

deterioration.

Its contribution is fundamental, especially in large cells, where the aging mech-

anism is dependent on temperature history of the cells. Usually in the center of

the pack the temperature is different from the one on the boundaries. Even if the

starting point is identical, over time they will perform and age differently [68]. This

prevents even aging, affecting service life availability and safety [49]. Temperature

also affects cell balancing, higher temperature provokes high reactions [68]. on the

other hand, preheating can be adopted to reduce loss in energy or rate capability at

low temperatures [23].

The complete system is made of coolant, heat exchangers, shields, fans, valves,

pumps, sensors and a control logic. The selection of heating and cooling solutions

can prevent temperature cell-to-cell differences, and also gradients inside the single

cells. BEVs battery cooling/heating methods must be considered differently from

HEVs ones, which must face higher temperature rise [23]. Each method has its own

advantages and disadvantages. Each car manufacturer applies its strategy to achieve
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the best compromise in terms of cost, complexity, safety, weight, efficiency and space

requirement [49]. Furthermore, a common goal for automotive is to use little energy

for operation without affecting cabin comfort [23].

Thermal management solutions are usually classified into internal or external and

active or passive. Another main classification is dividing them by the adopted mean.

Internal systems are called the ones where heat is directly removed from the source

inside the battery, not going to its surface [23]. An example is [88], where phase

changing internal cooling, with micro-channels incorporated inside the battery, is

used. However, the research is limited, future exploration on the field is promising

more temperature uniformity [89]. External type cooling systems can be either passive

or active, where a medium is forced through the pack.

Heat Sinks

This is a passive typology of cooling system, rarely used alone. Heat sinks through

aluminum or metal pack housings of the battery and it is taken away. It is effective

in low discharge rate packs, due to low heat generation. It is also called conductor

cooling. Fins or heat spreaders are more effective when they are exposed to air or air

is forced over them [14].

Phase Change Materials PCMs

Phase change materials (PCMs) combine large latent heat of fusion with a suit-

able melting point [23]. Most used materials are based on paraffin wax and graphite

to absorb heat coming from the cells, softening from solid toward liquid state, Figure

2.18. Criteria for PCM design were listed by Rao et al. [90]: suitable melting point in

the range of battery operating temperature, high latent heat, heat capacity and ther-

mal conductivity, low volume dilatation, no freezing behavior, cost and safety. The

melting point is suggested near 40 − 44◦C [91], or 30 − 50◦C [92]. This is achieved

with the correct chain length of paraffin wax [76]. The optimal melting range is sug-

gested below 45◦C to have the maximum allowed temperature near 50◦C [23]. Poor

thermal conductivity, typical of these materials, limits fast response [23]. The bal-

ance of PCM thermal conductivity and cell thermal conductivity is also fundamental

for proper temperature distribution. Composite PCMs are the solution, with a wide

range of possibilities [76]: insertion of nanoparticles, graphene, carbon nanotubes

(CNT), metal matrix, porous materials and high thermal conductivity substances

(e.g. aluminum fins on sides [91]). PCM/graphite seems the best choice to direct

heat from center to outer zones. The enhanced thermal conductivity decreases the
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amount of latent heat that can be stored, so, this trade off must be carefully designed.

PCM is proven as an effective uniform cooling method [47] against air cooling, with

the advantage of being cost effective since it does not require additional components.

However, technical limits are still a problem: the material is limited to a maximum

temperature, after which complete melting occurs [62], after that the cooling is inef-

ficient causing additional thermal resistance [23]. Liquid cooling or PCM/heat pipe

combination can solve the problem since PCM alone or joined with air cooling are

not enough. The material volume expansion is another concern and one of the main

drawbacks is the difficulty of using PCMs for battery heating purposes.

Figure 2.18: PCM enhanced battery pack. Source: [15]

Air Cooling

Air cooling is divided into natural or forced. Forced air cooling is proven to be

effective in reducing the maximum temperature but causes higher thermal gradient

across the cell and the pack [24, 29, 50]. Air cooling solutions are cheaper, of lower

weight and simpler with respect to other strategies but they can be bulky (large

space between cells and large ducts [49]) and need proper sealing to work safely.

In some cases, the air of passenger compartment is used to cool the battery, filters

are necessary to guarantee the maximum safety [49]. In this case it is only possible

to cool the battery if passenger cooling is working. This could be a problem, both

for cabin comfort and battery management [49]. If ambient air is used, the cooling

ability is limited to ambient temperature [14]. Better performances are offered by

parallel systems of A/C loops, one for battery and one for the passenger area. This

solution needs space and additional weight but no filtering needs [49]. Generally,

these systems are not suited for batteries with high energy density, like Li-ion ones.
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In fact, an application is found in 2001 Toyota Prius Ni-Mh battery pack, because

they have lower and less strict safety requirements. Conditioned air is coming from

the cabin, with a parallel air flow scheme, Figure 2.20b. 4− 8◦C thermal gradient is

obtained across the pack depending on blower speed and ambient temperature [93],

but at 0◦C up to 11.4◦C of thermal gradient are measured [93]. In the end, air is not

effective as cooling medium as liquid [14]. When air is going through the pack last

cell will experience less cooling, producing more aging [14], especially in a series air

flow configuration [68], Figure 2.20a . It is not sufficient in all situations, only in low

energy density batteries [76].

Figure 2.19: Toyota Prius battery pack
forced air cooling system. Source: [16]

Figure 2.20: Airflow in a battery
pack: a)Series airflow b)Parallel air-
flow. Source: [17]

Liquid Cooling

Liquid cooling represents the state of the art of BTMS and it is widely employed

in current HEVs and BEVs. It is made up of plates, heat exchangers and hoses. It

offers a quick response and it has the possibility of heating with engine cooling in

HEVs [68]. It has higher efficiency compared to other strategies but it is heavier,

more complex and expensive. It is easy to seal since it is a closed environment (can

be adopted for external mounted packs [14]).

Common solutions are [14]: cooling plates directly attached to the cells (bottom

or side) with fluid inside. Cooling fins, where a main single plate is connected to the

cells with a series of fins (heat spreaders). Another possibility is submerging modules

in a fluid. One of the best solutions is employing active cooling plates between cells,

which achieves homogeneous temperature inside the pack/cell due to higher thermal

conductivity and heat capacity, more than three times than air [62]. It is also one of

the most expensive possibilities.
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The cooling system can usually adopt as mean the A/C refrigerant circuit or a

dedicated cooling circuit:

Cooling with refrigerant is the most compact strategy, Figure 2.21a, the evaporator

is directly in the battery, connected in parallel with the main evaporator. It Provides

effective cooling, and ducts topology could be optimized for homogeneous temperature

distribution. Hydrofluoroether boiling in mini-channels was studied by [94] and [95],

and was able to keep the temperature below 40◦C at 20C discharge. These systems

are effective for pulse discharge and with this solution is easy to differentiate battery

and cabin requirements [49]. Refrigerant systems have generally higher cost then

coolant ones but lower space requirement since there is no need of chiller and extra

loops [23]. The main drawback is the difficulty to implement battery heating [23].

Cooling with coolant is the most flexible solution, Figure 2.21b. It requires a

secondary loop. The working fluid is made up by water plus coolant (water-glycol

50-50 mixture as engine coolant), typically working in 15 − 30◦C range. The chiller

connects refrigerant circuit with the secondary cooling circuit. It evaporates the

refrigerant drawing heat from the secondary circuit. Other components are: pumps,

pipes and the low temperature radiator, which enables battery heating during winter.

It also prevents the compressor from working, increasing energy efficiency of cooling

system [49]. The circuit is able to manage pulse discharge and battery heating but

with higher cost due to increased weight and complexity [23]. Tesla patented cooling

system, Figure 2.22, and GM volt cooling system, Figure 2.23, are an example of this

solution.

Heat Pipes

This is an innovative cooling method which uses latent heat of vaporization from

evaporator to condenser, to transport the working fluid by pressure difference [23],

Figure 2.24. Tran et al. [22], compared this low energy cooling device against heat

sinks on a HEV Li-ion battery. He presented that the thermal conductivity can by

improved up to 30% under natural convection against a common heat sink. Rao et

al. applied water heat pipes thermal management strategy to a battery, demonstrat-

ing that they are able to keep maximum temperature and temperature distribution

under cyclic testing, but only below a certain value of heat generation [96]. However,

their feasibility is still under study. The performance is enhanced from simple heat

sinks but no performance improvement or cost advantage is making them suitable for

automotive applications [14]. The liquid which converts to steam is limited, because

above a certain temperature (fluid dependent), all liquid is in vapor form, preventing
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Figure 2.21: Liquid refrigerant cooling system and coolant cooling system. Source:
[18]

the circulation [14].

Battery Heating

Low temperature performance is a field where the research is less developed,

mainly because consequences are less dangerous than over-temperature. Thermal

runaway catastrophic consequences are avoided; however, for an EV low temperature

performance could be a problem if totally underestimated [76]. The trend is to use

smaller batteries, like HEVs ones that generally need only cooling, since they heat

up very quickly [49]. As we grow in power and energy requirements, like in PHEVs

or BEVs, not as much intensive cooling is needed; for example only in certain sit-

uations as fast charging. In this second case, battery heating is fundamental, since

the vehicle autonomy relies only on electric energy storage. Different systems could
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Figure 2.22: Tesla Model S bat-
tery pack tear-down. Source: [19]

Figure 2.23: GM Volt inter-cell bat-
tery cooling plate. Source: [20]

Figure 2.24: Heat pipe working
scheme. Source: [21]

Figure 2.25: Heat pipe application for
HEV battery pack cooling. Source:
[22]

be implemented based on heating time, power consumption, cost and complexity.

The objective is to reach 20◦C which is the start of the desired temperature working

range. In the worst case where this cannot be guaranteed the vehicle range can be

sensibly reduced as presented in the low temperature paragraph. Solutions are gener-

ally divided into internal or external power heating methods. One internal strategy is

self-heating (or core heating) which uses current pulse profiles to generate heat inside

the battery [68]. It is found to be an effective method [97], since the battery internal

resistance grows at higher temperature, so the higher heat generation is exploited.

Mutual pulse is called when a discharge of a part of the battery pack is exploited

to power the other one with cyclic repetition [76]. An example of external power

heating method is represented by fossil fuels heating systems, applied mainly in HEV

equipped with range extenders or commercial vehicles [49]. Another distinction can
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be done if the heating method is direct or indirect. Direct heating could use electric

heaters, air heating from main HVAC of the car, from a dedicated unit at battery

intake, or directly using the air from passenger compartment. Direct electric heating

strategy is one of the most used, it is quick and effective. Thermal foils plus resistors

are the main components as example, Nickel foils inside the battery are employed for

internal heating [44]. It allows precise temperature control, but it must be safely con-

trolled, especially if no positive temperature control (PTC) strategy is implemented

[49]. Direct liquid heating, for the high outlay, is not that much used despite a high

heat transfer rate and homogeneous temperature distribution [49]. Indirect heating

is used when the elements are heated by adjacent surfaces, through heat pumps or

high voltage liquid heating devices. It is less effective than foil heating. Furthermore,

preconditioning of the battery pack can happen while the car is still plugged, not

affecting the range. In addition, it is important to consider battery heating along

with battery compartment insulation for lowering the energy requirements [49].

2.4 Battery Modelling Approaches

A Battery model is a set of mathematical equations that explains with a certain degree

of approximation what is the behavior of a studied battery and its performance [23].

There are different degrees of complexity with which, this problem can be addressed,

Figure 2.26. Approaching to battery thermal analysis there are two modelling areas

that must be covered and interfaced. The first is the actual battery model, explaining

the performance of the storage device under observation, which is depending on the

detail of the description required, Figure 2.26. Then the second part is the heat

sources characterization and energy balance of the cell. They are relying on one

another, Figure 2.27, and there are several possibilities for studying and coupling

them. Some classifications are coupled, decoupled; empirical or first principle models

that will be briefly explained in the following.

Starting with the battery description, Figure 2.28, the first distinction is between

empirical (Heuristic) models or equivalent circuit models (ECM) and first-principle or

electrochemical (EC) models. The first ones characterize the input/output behavior

of the cell exploiting the analogy of electrical circuits [59]. They don’t include descrip-

tions of battery physics and they are classic black box models. Their identification

comes from the experimental data, which are necessary. Electrochemical models,

instead, predict cell behavior starting from their nature with a detailed physical de-

scription which includes thermodynamics, kinetics and mass transport [59]. These
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Figure 2.26: Multi-scale physics and micro-macroscopic modelling approach applied
into a lithium-ion battery. Source: [23]

Figure 2.27: Conceptual approach
to Li-ion battery thermal analysis

Figure 2.28: Li-ion battery common
models scale comparison. Source: [24]

models are very specific and require lots of parameters, coming from the battery

chemistry, which are obtained from material properties or by tests and teardowns.

The most advanced battery model is the Kinetic Monte Carlo KMC, where variables

are describing the molecular dynamics. These advanced techniques are used for spe-

cific processes, like the growth of SEI layer in the anode, and for limited time fractions

[98, 99].

2.4.1 Equivalent Circuit Models (ECM)

ECMs are the most suitable models to predict battery outputs given the input

conditions such as current profile and temperature. The clear aim of these models is

not to describe the cell construction but rather to characterize its behavior to obtain
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a response of various use scenarios. The electrical analogy is used to model the energy

storage, through: resistors, capacitors and voltage sources from the network theory

[23]. The majority of actual BMSs and BTMSs, currently implemented in production

cars, use different typologies of these models [59]. The models are sufficient to describe

the behaviors of large cell battery packs and maintain their operating ranges. The

estimation of internal cell states is possible through the available electrical parameters.

The balance between complexity and accuracy is satisfied, allowing fast computational

speed that allows these models to be easily implemented in microprocessors of control

systems for real time results [100, 101].

Various possibilities of these models are:

• Rint model (or Internal Resistance Model),

• Resistance capacitance (RC) model,

• Thevenin model,

• PNGV (Partnership for New Generation of Vehicles).

Rint model assumes the battery as ideal voltage source with a resistance connected

in series [102]. The model is the simplest possible but only captures the static behavior

of the cell [59]. The dependency of the voltage from the SOC is captured. RC model

adds capacitors components on the branches, to have more realistic characterization

[102]. It is used for Li-ion batteries and it can capture the dynamic behavior of

the cell with additional required parameters. Thevenin model adds a parallel RC

loop to the Rint model network [102]. This model is also a dynamic or first order

model through the tunable time constant; it accounts the polarization which is the

departure of the cell from the equilibrium potential [59]. Adding a capacitor in

series to the Thvenin model leads to PNGV model, which is able to describe the

change of OCV in time of accumulation of the load current [102]. Nonlinear ECM

models were presented, like [103], which captures the magnitude difference of internal

resistance during charging and discharging. Parameters of the various models needs

to be calibrated. This is the toughest part of these typology of models, since one

parameter can be function of several variables (e.g. SOC, C-rate, temperature). This

parameter identification procedure needs a great number of tests and the current

research is trying to standardize it. One example is the method proposed by Hu et

al. [103], based on separate identification of each parameter, by isolating a portion of

the voltage response.
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In conclusion, these models are intuitive and simple to build. Low computational

effort is necessary since they are expressed by lumped parameters in linear ODEs.

They allow the needed complexity to express nonlinear behaviors of the batteries.

The drawback is the non-standardized, difficult and long calibration procedure. If

the model order increases, the parameter identification is in turn more complex. The

models are mainly descriptive and they require always the experimental counter-part.

The actual electrochemical reactions of the cell are not captured (cell internal dynam-

ics [59]) and this prevents an exhaustive description of some use cases of the vehicle.

Some examples are fast charging/discharging and aging mechanism characterization

[101]. This limitation prevents the ability to apply design changes and use intensively

virtual engineering approaches. The fitted parameters for ECM prevents their uti-

lization in very different situations from the ones where data were collected [101, 104].

Especially in BEVs the battery is the main and only energy source so all the possible

effects influencing its life must be characterized from the root causes. These models

find their main application in battery management but they are not accurate enough

for a lower scale research. Limitation on thermal side where ECM, not accounting

reactions, have heat generation reported just as a source. The only possible thermal

models that can be coupled are lumped thermal models which are not able to capture

the thermal gradient of the cell.

2.4.2 Electrochemical (EC) Models

Electrochemical models (or First Principle models) describe the battery starting from

the fundamental physical phenomena. These includes: mass transport (ions dif-

fusion), kinetics (charge transfer reaction at interface) and thermodynamics (heat

generation). They use coupled partial differential equations PDEs that can describe

three dimensional variable changes. The increased complexity makes necessary to use

numerical solution techniques. They are more accurate than ECMs but they are not

completely substituting them since they have different applications at the moment.

Figure 2.29 sums up the advantages and disadvantages of ECM and EC modelling

approaches. The latter one will be deeply analyzed in the following.

Pseudo Two Dimensional Model (P2D)

The first electrochemical studies are done by John Newman characterizing the

reactions of electrochemical systems [105]. He deepened its electrochemical studies

presenting the concentrated solution theory and after the theory for porous electrodes

[106]. From 1991 to 1993, Doyle, Fuller and Newman developed the Pseudo Two
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Figure 2.29: ECM against EC models comparison

Dimensional (P2D) electrochemical model for a battery cell [25, 107], Figure 2.30.

The model is called also DFN in honor of their developers. Newman itself tested its

own model [108]. This is the most used in battery research [104].

This model represents the state-of-the-art for battery electrochemical modeling.

Its hypotheses are discussed by other authors over time [109]. The main set equations

are still the original ones and every application has its own studies and focus aspects.

The main advantage of this model is the accurate description of the battery nature

and the high temperature dependency that can be achieved, through its properties.

Arrhenius law is one of the possibilities to mathematically describe it . For this rea-

son, the model is typically used for thermal analysis. Since it allows the heat sources

characterization once developed to be used for different situations. An additional

strength is the possibility to interface it with aging models [109], and the possibility

to fully observe its internal states [101]. Its structure can be applied to different cell

chemistries and materials. It is worth to say that, starting from the baseline theoret-

ical model, and adapting it to a specific battery chemistry, is not a straightforward

activity. It requires deep knowledge of electrochemical parameters and fine-tuning,

so lot of recent studies are focused on that. The model and its hypotheses will be

explained in the next chapter into detail because this work adopts it.

The P2D model is expressed by nonlinear coupled partial differential and algebraic
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Figure 2.30: P2D model dimensions. Source: [25]

equations PDAEs that needs numerical solution. They are multiscale models and

spatially dependent, increasing the mathematical complexity. Generally, they are not

suitable for real time applications [101]. Reduced order models, derived from it, are

also proposed to lower the computational requirements.

Single Particle (SP) Model

The single particle model (SP) developed by White et al. [26, 110] was firstly

adopted for Ni-Mh batteries and then also for Li-ion ones. This reduces the complexity

of the P2D model. The solid particles of the electrode are reduced to a single one

embedding all the active material, Figure 2.31. This is based on the assumption of

uniform electrode utilization which makes the current density only function of time

and not also of the thickness. Faster computation makes this model suitable for

control and states estimation. This model has some limitations beyond low rates and

thin electrodes [111]. They provide more information on internal states with more

accurate estimates than simple ECM [101].

Extended Single Particle (ESP) Model

The evolution of the SP model is the extended single particle (ESP) model [112], or

improved single particle (ISP) model [113]. The addition is the non-uniform reaction

distribution effect and electrolyte concentration and potential distribution which were

missing in the SP model [112]. The approximation of concentration profile inside
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the particle is polynomial [112] as well as the same for electrolyte and potential

distribution inside electrodes [113]. In this way the pore wall flux is captured and

this model shows good agreement at high charge/discharge rates (error less than

1% [112, 113]) with reduced simulation times with respect to the P2D one. This is

a suitable real time simulation tool that tries to meet the performances of the P2D

model, while maintaining the possibility to be implemented in BTMS microprocessors.

Figure 2.31: Model domain scheme: a) P2D model, b) SP model. Source: [26]

Porous Electrode with Polynomial Approximation (PP) Model

The porous electrode model with polynomial approximation PP, is a reduced

order model originating from the P2D model. A parabolic profile approximates the

concentration within each electrode spherical particles. It approximates well the P2D

model for rates higher than 1C [26].

2.4.3 Thermal and Heat Generation Coupling

The thermal aspect was firstly expressed as energy balance in a standalone model of

the cell (so called decoupled models). Later, the fundamental need to link it with

the battery model was reached, through the electrochemical heat sources and thermal

dependent battery variables, to achieve the complete view on Li-ion battery thermal

behavior (coupled models).
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The first cell global energy balance was developed from the First Law of Thermo-

dynamics by D. Bernardi, E. Pawlikowski and J. Newman [58] in 1985. One of the

main hypotheses was that the temperature was independent of the position across

the cell (i.e. assumed uniform). The different heat sources from the battery were

classified by their nature with a nomenclature which is commonly used until today:

1. Enthalpy of Reaction which includes:

• Polarization Heat : given by the cell over-potential (Vrev − V )I expressing

all the main irreversibilities:

– Ohmic losses,

– charge transfer over-potential,

– mass-transfer limitations,

– electrode over-potential.

• Entropic Heat : which is the heat generated by reversible cell operation

(entropy change).

The first term is also termed as irreversible heat; as it is caused by the deviation

from equilibrium potential, by the effects of the passage of current through

the cell electrode-electrolyte pairs (activation over-potential). Reversible heat

generation is an alternative name of the second contribution which captures

the dependence of the open-circuit potentials with cell temperature (through

the Gibbs relations 3.26). Ohmic losses are present both in the solid phase

(electrodes) and liquid phase (electrolyte).

2. Enthalpy of Mixing: which contains heat effects associated with generation,

(current passing through the battery during operation), or relaxation, (current

stopped), of concentration gradients of Li-ions in the electrolyte. Mixing ef-

fects can produce heating or cooling in the battery depending on the specific

application.

3. Phase Change heat effects: if one of the electrodes changes phase during

operation.

4. Heating effects based on cell heat capacity changes with concentration and

phase changes. Practically these effects are negligible since the heat capacity

has minimum changes during operation.
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This energy balance model was coupled with the P2D model, after its development,

firstly in [114], to predict the cell temperature. The heat generation from the cell was

averaged. The main drawback of this model is that energy balance applies only to the

entire cell as a lumped entity; it cannot predict where the heat is generated, inside

the cell. The hypothesis of temperature uniformity is motivated by the small Biot

(Bi) number of the battery cell. This hypothesis will be studied by other researchers.

Botte et al. [115], stated the necessity to model a complete secondary lithium cell

including material and energy balance, simultaneously, in more than one dimension,

to understand thoroughly complex phenomena like thermal runaway. Due to the

complexity of the system, until that moment, the researchers where foreseeing the

importance of electro-thermal coupling, but at that time the instruments to handle

this multidimensional problem where not enough.

In 1997 Rao and Newman [116], relate heat generation with local variables of a

battery cell, like reaction rates, and local OCP against SOC as temperature changes,

stating the importance of these local parameters for heat generation. After, Gu and

Wang [27] with their work developed another model from FLT capable to demonstrate

that temperature-dependent physio-chemical properties, such as the diffusion coeffi-

cient, exchange current density and ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, are needed

to couple the thermal model with the multi-phase mass transport and electrochemical

kinetic model, Figure 2.32. Arrhenius dependence law is adopted and through the

activation energy magnitude, is tuned the relative sensitivity of the cell parameter to

temperature.

Later models, like proposed by Song and Evans [117], include local heat genera-

tion terms and they proved to be accurate including all features of isothermal models.

Srinivasan and Wang [118], proved with a 2D coupled local thermal electrochemical

study on large aspect ratio cells, that heat generation error, with a uniform tem-

perature hypothesis (lumped thermal model), could be up to 15% at high C-rates.

They also specified, that one of the causes could be the importance of considering

the reversible heat contribution, at all C-rates, which was neglected in most of the

previous analysis. Reversible heat can change sign (due to the nature of the dU/dT

against SOC curves), but the overall heat generation is exothermic. Lumped ther-

mal models results in overestimation or underestimation of cell temperature, with

different extent, depending on the C-rate. This demonstrates the strong coupled

electrochemical-thermal behavior of Li-ion batteries. Some hypotheses included in

the first energy balances, like using lumped thermal models, or assuming that heat

generation rates, estimated under a particular case, can be used for other situations
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Figure 2.32: Electrochemical-thermal coupling scheme. Source [27]

are weak. Thus, decoupled thermal models with experimental characterization of

heat generation sources are not investigated here.

The complexity of the models increased during the years as advanced multiphysics

finite element analysis (FEA) software were available. Models are extended in dimen-

sion and complexity. For example, Fang et al. [30], include in their research the

contact resistance of the current collectors as well as the SEI layer resistance. These

resistances cause additional joule heating especially at high C-rates and mainly in the

positive electrode.

A simplified modelling approach is to employ the 2D charge balance for the cell,

Figure 2.33, coming from the several publications of Kim et al. [28, 37, 119, 120, 121,

122]. These proposed models, due to their hypotheses, are able, with low computa-

tional effort, to predict the 2D potential and current distribution of thin batteries

(in thin and prismatic pouch cells, the thickness direction is considered uniform for

potential and current distribution). They offer the possibility to be coupled to energy

balance equations, giving the temperature distribution of the Li-ion battery, with

good agreement of the experimental data. Reference [28], points out the importance

of considering the battery tabs for non-uniform temperature distribution. Reference

[77], employs the same model proving again that the most important effect is the

heating effect of the tab rather than the non-uniform heat generation of battery ac-

tive material. The major limit of this approach is the impossibility to link the heat

generation causes to the battery electrochemical nature. In the best case, a sensitiv-
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ity analysis on the macroscopic battery thermal parameters could be done, in [77],

the in-plane thermal conductivity have been found to have the largest sensitivity in

affecting the temperature variation.

Figure 2.33: 2D charge balance model scheme. Source: [28]

Multi-dimensional electrochemical models are mostly used for research purposes.

The most complicated are the 3D electrochemical-thermal models like [31]. These

models provide the possibility to exploit local physio-chemical variables and gradi-

ents of current and potential in space or time. These results are hard to achieve with

experimental or simplified models. This level of complexity comes at high computa-

tional cost which is not always required for thermal studies but more useful to study

specific phenomena regarding the electrochemical nature. The time required to solve

these models prevents them to be used for real time estimation applications.

The complexity of full 3D electrochemical-thermal models is usually reduced. The

most adopted approach is to couple the 1D or P2D electrochemical model with a 3D

thermal balance. The thermal balance can be lumped, or better, distributed which

captures the temperature gradient of the cell. The EC model provides the heat

generation sources to the energy balance, which solves the temperature distribution

of the battery cell. The temperature information, for that time instant, is fed back

to the electrochemistry solver to update the temperature dependent variables during

the simulation time, Figure 2.34. This simplified approach maintains the possibility
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of classifying the heat generation sources and linking them with their electrochemical

cause.

Figure 2.34: One of proposed electrochemical-thermal coupling possibilities. Source:
[29]

The electrochemical model along with the distributed energy balance of the cell

claims to be the perfect compromise between degree of complexity and fast-time

computation. They show good agreement with the experimental data.

Lai et al. [51], used this approach to couple the average heat sources, coming from

the electrochemistry, in a 3D heat transfer model for a 10Ah LFP pouch battery cell.

They prove that the battery temperature can rise by 18 K under 5C current. The

cell temperature goes above 50◦C making necessary the existence of a cooling system.

Another example is proposed by Maheshwari [24], with a model for a 6Ah LFP bat-

tery cell, coupling the P2D model with a 3D heat equation in COMSOL Multiphysics R©.

His works proves the asymmetry of heat generation during charge and discharge as

well as classifies the Ohmic heat generation as the main component at high discharge

rates. He discovers that the negative electrode is the component producing more

heat. Similar approaches are adopted by Bahiraei [29], and Ghalkhani [50], for LCO

and NCA pouch cells of low capacity (from 4Ah to 16Ah). In addition, they solve the

current distribution in 3D. [29] proves that the reversible heat contribution can be

both exothermic or endothermic over time. The maximum temperature is found to

be near the positive electrode and positive current collector interface, this is caused

by the higher current density [29, 50]. [29] presents how electrochemical parameters

like particle size, porosity and cathode thickness influence heat generation.

Wu et al. [123], in their derivation for an LMO cell studied the effects of six sets

of temperature dependence variables, like the diffusion coefficients and reaction rates
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under different conditions up to 12C. At that value, the temperature rise can reach

60◦C. The reduction of the thickness of battery components and reducing the active

material particle radius improve battery utilization.

Basu et al [45], developed a coupled P2D electrochemical and 3D thermal model

for an entire Li-NCA battery pack, with its cooling system. Conduction aluminum

elements links the battery cells with the cooling circuit. This system keeps the max-

imum temperature rise to 7K at high discharge rates.

The example provided by Hosseinzadeh et al. [52] is the state of the art of this

modelling approach, studying a high capacity 53Ah NMC cell for automotive appli-

cations. Their P2D and 3D thermal coupled model captures the temperature distri-

bution at cell scale and fully explains the variation of cell performance in terms of

capacity reduction under different C-rates and temperatures. The thermal gradient

can reach up to 35◦C at 5C. They are one of the few researchers that fully provide

the electrochemical parameters employed.
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Chapter 3

Analytical Model

3.1 P2D Electrochemical Model

In this study a pseudo 2D model (P2D) is applied to describe the electrochemical

behaviour of the battery. Good accuracy is demonstrated in literature [24, 51, 52],

for many battery operating conditions with reasonable computational time. The

parametrization is the main challenge however, it offers the ability to capture the

main dynamic phenomena taking place in a Li-ion battery cell hence, it is a valuable

tool due to its flexibility and modularity that allow the inclusion of thermal and aging

models.

The model consists of two interconnected dimensions as represented in Figure 3.1.

One dimension is the cell thickness, x, and the additional dimension is r, the particle

radius. The main dimension models the charge and mass transport in the electrodes

and the electrolyte, as well as the reaction transferring the charge at the electrode-

electrolyte interface. The additional dimension allows to solve the diffusion equations

inside the particle material, with spherical coordinates.

The model (also called DFN model) and some of its main assumptions are deriving

from the electrochemical studies of Newman et. al. [105, 106, 107]. Then some

additions have been made through the years (Section 2.4.2). The derivation here will

follow the logic scheme of Hariharan et. al. [124], where it is possible to find the

complete demonstration of all terms.

Model Assumptions:

• Porous electrode theory [106]: models electrode and electrolyte as a continuous

homogeneous media; both liquid and solid phases exist at same time in every

point,
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Figure 3.1: P2D electrochemical model geometry scheme, adapted from [30]

• The particles are assumed spherical, due to the adoption of concentrated and

porous electrode theory which use spherical coordinates to solve some equations,

[25, 105, 107],

• The Li-ions diffuse (mass transport) and migrate (charge transport) hence, mass

and charge are conserved simultaneously since the cell is a closed system,

• Concentrated solution theory [105]: the interactions between species of ions,

incorporated using their electrochemical potential, includes interactions among

all species present in the solution. Furthermore, the activity coefficients of

species and solvent are not unity in the multi-component diffusion equation,

• Battery electrochemical description is captured in one dimension, equation vari-

ables will be both function of time and of cell thickness (direction x of Figure

3.1). The additional dimension, the particle radius r will be used to solve con-

servation equations in the solid phase.

As result of the modelling approach, each electrode region is represented by five
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equations:

• Mass conservation in solid electrode and liquid electrolyte phase,

• Charge conservation in electrode and electrolyte,

• Coupling charge transfer reaction at the interface between the solid phase of

electrode and the liquid electrolyte.

The separator region is represented by two equations: mass conservation and

charge conservation for the only present liquid electrolyte.

The total set of twelve fully coupled PDE equations characterize the macroscopic

electrochemical model of the cell hence, due to the complexity, a numerical approach

is necessary to solve the problem.

The model solves for the following variables:

• φl [V ] electrolyte potential,

• φs [V ] electric potential of electrodes,

• cl [mol/m3] electrolyte salt concentration,

• cs [mol/m3] solid state Lithium concentration in porous electrodes.

The battery cell under study is a high capacity large pouch cell with NMC/graphite

chemistry with LiPF6 salt in EMC solvent. The chemical reactions at the positive

and negative terminals are represented as:

• Anode:

LixC6

discharge−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
charge

Lix−yC6 + yLi+ + ye− (3.1)

• Cathode (generic NMC composition):

Liz−yNMCp + yLi+ + ye−
discharge−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−
charge

LizNMCp (3.2)

3.1.1 Mass Conservation in Solid Electrode

Diffusion in spherical particles takes place after the Li-ion is gained by the solid phase,

from the electrode-electrolyte interface charge transfer reaction, becoming neutral.

This happens during charge and discharge processes. This phenomenon is described
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by Fick’s second law of diffusion in spherical particles. Equation 3.3 captures how

the Li-ion concentration in the active particles changes over time:

∂cs,i
∂t

= ∇ · (−Ds,i · ∇cs,i) (3.3)

Where:

• cs,i [mol/m3], is the concentration of lithium in the solid particles, function of

both of time and location,

• i = p, n specifies whether the equation is solved for the positive or negative

electrode (notation used in all the thesis document),

• Ds,i [m2/s], is the solid phase diffusion coefficient, which is found according to

the Stokes–Einstein relation 3.4:

Ds,i =
kBT

6πrp,iηsolv
(3.4)

Where:

– rp,i [m], is the positive or negative electrode particle radius,

– ηsolv [kg/(m · s)] is the solvent viscosity,

– kB = 1.38 · 10-23 [J/K], is the Boltzmann constant,

– T [K], is the absolute temperature.

Expressing the particle radius rp,i, Equation 3.3 becomes:

∂cs,i
∂t

=
1

r2p,i

∂

∂rp,i

(
−Ds,ir

2
p,i

∂cs,i
∂rp,i

)
(3.5)

Boundary conditions for this equation are:

• Spherical symmetry at the center of each active material particle results in

Equation 3.6:

∂cs,i
∂r

∣∣∣∣∣
r=0

= 0 (3.6)

• A continuity condition applies for the concentrations of the solid and the elec-

trolyte phases. At the surface, the flux of Li is given by the pore wall flux (mass
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flux, ji [mol/m2 · s]), given by the charge transfer reaction:

−Ds,i
∂cs,i
∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
r=rp

= ji = −∇ · is,i
F · as,i

(3.7)

Where:

– is,i [A/m2] is the solid phase current density, which derives from the diffu-

sion (mass) flux. The fundamental relation between mass flux and current

density is the Faraday’s Law [105]:

n · F · as,i · ji = −∇ · is,i (3.8)

This equation gives the current density due to n electrons flowing through

a unit area during a unit time interval. An additional assumption is that

no interaction between spherical particles is taken into account, since it

is justified by the large distance between them compared to their length

scale.

– as,i [1/m] is the specific surface area per unit volume coefficient:

as,i =
4πr2pN

4/3πr3pN
εs,i =

3 · εs,i
rp

(3.9)

– εs,i [−] is the volume fraction occupied by the solid phase of the porous

electrode,

– F = 96485.33289 [C/mol], is the Faraday constant.

3.1.2 Mass Conservation in Liquid Electrolyte

Starting from the mass flux expression, coming from the solution thermodynamics

[124], the mass flux embeds the current flux since the ions are charged particles. Ap-

plying the conservation equation to an electrolyte volume fraction and expressing the

reaction term though Faraday Law. The total current density is obtained, Equation

3.10, which allows expressing variation of Li-ion concentration in the cell thickness

direction:

εl,i
∂cl
∂t

= ∇ · (Dl · ∇cl)−∇
(
il · ti
F

)
+
∇ · il
F

(3.10)

where:
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• cl [mol/m3], is the instantaneous concentration of lithium in the solution phase,

• εl,i [−], is the electrolyte phase volume fraction (called also porosity), different

for positive, negative electrode and separator,

• Dl [m2/s], is the electrolyte diffusivity,

• ti [−] Li-ion transference number, or transport number which accounts the

fraction of the total electrochemical species by a given ionic species and of

concentration gradients arising under loads,

• il [A/m2], is the current density in the liquid phase.

The first terms on the left of Equation (3.10) accounts for the diffusion phenomena

while the right part accounts for the migration effect. In any section of either of

the electrodes, the local accumulation of Li-ions concentration and transport due

to diffusion is balanced by the rate of formation/dissipation of the charge transfer

reaction [125].

To account for the composite nature of the electrode region, the effective diffusivity

of the electrolyte is computed from the bulk value in the following manner:

Dl,eff,i = Dl · εbl,i (3.11)

Where b is the Bruggeman factor [126], assumed to be 1.5 for both electrodes an the

separator [24, 52].

Boundary conditions in this case are:

• Equation 3.36, the charge transfer reaction by itself. It gives the required current

density which is the source term, il, the Li-ion quantity through solid-liquid

interface,

• No Li-ions flux is existing at cell boundaries:

∂cl
∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lneg,cc

= 0
∂cl
∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lcell−Lpos,cc

= 0 (3.12)

• Continuity of concentrations at negative electrode-separator and separator-

positive electrode interfaces:

∂cl
∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lneg,cc+Lneg

=
∂cl
∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lcell−(Lpos,cc−Lpos−Lsep)

(3.13)
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∂cl
∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lneg,cc+Lneg+Lsep

=
∂cl
∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lcell−Lpos,cc−Lpos

(3.14)

This conservation Equation 3.10, must be solved for the positive and negative

electrode. The equation can be simplified for the separator, because the term linked

with the charge transfer reaction vanishes and the equation becomes:

εl,sep
∂cl
∂t

= ∇ · (Dl · ∇cl) (3.15)

3.1.3 Charge Conservation in Solid Electrode

Current solid phase conservation is ruled by the generalized Ohm’s law:

is,i = −σs,i · ∇φs (3.16)

Where σs,i [S/m], is the solid phase electrode (electrical) conductivity, which can

be corrected to the effective value, considering porosity effects, with the Bruggeman

coefficient:

σs,eff,i = σs,i · εbs,i (3.17)

Faraday’s law, Equation 3.8, links the rate of consumption/production of Li-ions

with the equivalent current generated. For example, during discharge Li-ions are

produced at the negative electrode and consumed at the positive one. Combining

Faraday’s law with Ohm’s law, the solid phase potential can be computed:

−σs,i · ∇2φs = F · as,i · ji (3.18)

Boundary conditions:

• It is assumed that at electrodes-current collectors interface, all current applied

iapp [A] leaves the cell through the solid particles that are coating the current

collector:

−σs,n∇φs

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lneg,cc

= iapp − σs,p∇φs

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lcell−Lpos,cc

= iapp (3.19)

• Instead, at electrodes-separator interface the charge must be transported by the
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liquid electrolyte:

−σs,n∇φs

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lneg,cc+Lneg

= 0 − σs,p∇φs

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lcell−Lpos,cc−Lpos

= 0 (3.20)

This equation is solved for both electrodes and leads to cell voltage calculation:

Vcell = φs
∣∣
x=Lcell

− φs
∣∣
x=0

(3.21)

3.1.4 Charge Conservation in Liquid Electrolyte

The adoption of the concentrated solution theory [105], and mass flux expressions

[124] allows to calculate the current balance in case of a binary electrolyte:

il,i = −σl · ∇φl +
2 · σl ·R · T

F
·
(

1 +
∂ ln fi
∂ ln cl

)
· (1− ti) · ∇ ln cl (3.22)

where:

• σl [S/m], is the electrolyte solution conductivity, whose effective value can be

expressed trough the Bruggeman coefficient:

σl,eff,i = σl,i · εbl,i (3.23)

• fi [−], is the mean molar activity coefficient of the selected domain, which

accounts the voltage polarization, (i.e. difference from equilibrium voltage),

resulting from gradients of concentration [127]. The quantity
(

1 + ∂ ln fi
∂ ln cl

)
, is

the thermodynamic factor,

• R = 8.3145 [J/mol ·K], is the universal gas constant.

Boundary conditions pertaining to the electrolyte potential are:

• At electrodes-current collectors interface an insulation boundary condition is

imposed, since it is assumed that all current leaves the cell through the solid

particles that are coating the current collector:

∂φl
∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lneg,cc

= 0
∂φl
∂x

∣∣∣∣∣
x=Lcell−Lpos,cc

= 0 (3.24)
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The above equation is valid for both electrodes whereas in the separator region,

all the current goes through the liquid electrolyte (it is the same applied at the cell

level) and the equation becomes:

I = −σl · ∇φl +
2 · σl ·R · T

F
·
(

1 +
∂ ln fi
∂ ln cl

)
· (1− ti) · ∇ ln cl (3.25)

3.1.5 Charge Transfer Reaction and Thermodynamics Con-

nect

Li-ions are transferred in porous electrodes between the liquid phase (electrolyte)

and solid phase (electrodes). Following the full demonstration, which can be found

in [124], this reaction is expressed in two components:

• The equilibrium component : which relates the open circuit potential (OCP) to

the concentration through the Nernst equation,

• The dynamic component : ruled by the Butler-Volmer kinetics, which controls

the actual reaction, linking the rates with the current (charge) transferred.

The second one is the fundamental relation of battery electrochemistry working

principle because it regulates the cell behavior.

Equilibrium Component

The fundamental quantity, linking electrochemistry to thermodynamics, is the

Gibbs energy, defined as:

G = H + TS (3.26)

Substituting the enthalpy definition and applying the second law of thermody-

namics for a constant temperature and pressure process, the following is obtained:

∆G = ∆H −∆(TS) = P∆V −∆Wrev (3.27)

Analyzing the right side of the equation, the meaning of Gibbs energy represents

the net non-expansion work, which in a Li-ion battery cell, it is the electrical work.

Hence, the relation between equilibrium potential and Gibbs energy is obtained:

G = −nFV0 (3.28)

In which, V0 [V ] is the equilibrium potential value, and n [−] is the number of

transferred electrons.
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In addition, for electrochemical systems, the change in concentration affects the

Gibbs energy, trough:

∆G = ∆G(0) +RT ln
cP
cR

(3.29)

where P stands for products and R for reactants.

Combining Equation 3.28, and Equation 3.29, the Nernst expression is obtained:

V0 = V0(0) +
RT

nF
ln
cP
cR

(3.30)

This fundamental relation between the open circuit potential with the concentra-

tion is necessary to obtain the dynamic component expression.

Dynamic Component

Li-ions intercalate or de-intercalate from the liquid to the solid phase of the porous

electrode. The reactant is reduced and the product is oxidized hence, the net rate of

reaction determines if the overall process is oxidation or reduction, resulting in the

net current density:

i = Fkacp − Fkccr = Fja − Fjc = ia − ic (3.31)

where:

• ia, ic [A/m2], are the anodic and cathodic current densities,

• ka, kc [m/s], are the anodic and cathodic reaction rates constants.

The reactions are triggered by thresholds of internal energy, at a given tempera-

ture, embedded in the reaction constants so, Equation 3.31 is modified and becomes:

i = Fk0,a exp{−∆Ga/RT}cP − Fk0,c exp{−∆Ga/RT}cR (3.32)

where the insertion of anodic and cathodic charge transfer coefficients quantifies the

extra electrical work, required to reach the Gibbs energy threshold, from the initial

energetic state, for forward and reverse reaction [124], (αc = α & αa = (1− α)):

i = Fk0,a exp{(1− α)F∆φ/RT}cP − Fk0,c exp{(α)F∆φ/RT}cR (3.33)

At equilibrium, the net current is zero because both current densities have equal
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magnitude. They are termed as exchange current density:

i0 = Fk0,a exp{(1− α)F∆φ/RT}cP,EQ − Fk0,c exp{(α)F∆φ/RT}cR,EQ (3.34)

Substituting in here the Nernst equation, Equation 3.30, to account concentration

differences as potential varies, and considering a local equilibrium, the final Butler-

Volmer kinetics expression is obtained for the current density flux:

∇ · ii = as,i · i0
[
exp

(
αa · F · η
R · T

)
− exp

(
−αc · F · η
R · T

)]
(3.35)

The equation is solved for both electrodes such that:

• ii [A/m2], is the current density passing through the solid-liquid interface,

• αa = (1 − α) [−] and αc = α [−] are the anodic and cathodic charge transfer

coefficients respectively, which express the preference of the overall reaction

balance toward the anode or the cathode [24],

• η = φs−φl−Eeq [V ], is the surface over-potential which captures the difference

of the actual voltage from the equilibrium one,

• i0 [A/m2], is the exchange current density, which could be expressed as:

i0 = Fkαa
c k

αc
a · (cs,max,i − cs,i)

αa · cαc
s,i · c

αa
l,i (3.36)

in which (cs,max,i − cs,i) [mol/m3], expresses the variation of unoccupied sites

with respect to the maximum possible, cs,max,i, that regulates the reaction.

The charge transfer equation, Equation 3.35, is the fundamental relation to explain

the electrochemical nature of the battery cell. The charge transfer coefficients, along

with the reaction rates are ruling the overall battery kinetics. They are one of the most

influencing parameters, together with diffusion coefficients so, attention is dedicated

to them in the model calibration. In simulation environment, adopted by several

works, the reaction rates are tuned to match the experimental results.

3.2 3D Distributed Thermal Model

A 3D distributed energy balance is adopted to distinguish between the various sources

of heat generation inside the battery components. The lumped balance captures only
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the temperature rise, omitting its origin. The input volumetric heat sources are

coming from the battery P2D model then only a spatial thermal balance is required

to obtain the temperature distribution. The derivation presented in this thesis is close

to the ones in [27, 58, 124], but summing up, and defining the key aspects that may

create confusion, obtaining a clear division of the different heat sources. Following

the demonstration in [124], the initial focus is on the charge transfer reaction at solid

electrode/liquid electrolyte particle interface, which produces most of the heat. The

total heat generated at the interface, called Butler-Volmer Heat is expressed in both

electrodes by:

qBV = Fji [ηi + Πi] (3.37)

where:

• The first term is the product of the current density by the overpotential, (differ-

ence between solid and liquid phase potential from the equilibrium), driving the

reaction. This is an exothermic reaction, hence an irreversible heat contribution,

• The second term represents the Peltier effect, for which, when there is a change

of current conducing material, heat can be generated or retrieved. This is

termed reversible contribution and it will depend whether the cell is charging or

discharging. With the applications of nonequilibrium thermodynamics concepts

(Onsager-DeGroot method) it is possible to link the Peltier coefficient Πi [V ],

with entropy, and trough Gibbs energy, arrive to potential variations. For this

reason, this term is also called Entropic heat.

Therefore, the following equation is obtained:

qBV = Fji

[
ηi + T

∂V0,i
∂T

]
(3.38)

with:

Πi = T
∆Si
nF

∆Si = nF
∂V0,i
∂T

(3.39)

Hereafter, to obtain volumetric heat generations (heat generation per unit volume

Qi [W/m3]), all the heat sources in qi [W/m2] needs to be multiplied by the surface

to volume ratio coefficient as,i [1/m].

The second component is obtained in its final form after applying Faraday’s equa-

tion to account for the current:

Qrev = Fas,ijiT
∂V0,i
∂T

= −∇isT
∂V0,i
∂T

(3.40)
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This term includes reversible entropy changes depending on the open circuit poten-

tial derivative with temperature, also known as entropy coefficient. This contribution

can switch from exothermic or endothermic during the same discharge [24, 29, 50].

Beyond the charge transfer reaction, the second contribution is the Ohmic heat gener-

ation due to the current conduction in solid electrodes and liquid electrolyte. Ohmic

heat is another part of the irreversible heat. Starting from the mass flux conduction

equation, applying the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation:

∆H = nFT 2dV0,i
dT

(3.41)

H = −T 2 ∂

∂T

(µ
T

)
= µ− T ∂µ

∂T
(3.42)

Substituting the value of the chemical potential µ [V ] gives the final form of the

Ohmic heat, where the gradient of the potential is multiplied by the current density:

QOhm = −il,i · ∇φl − is,i · ∇φs (3.43)

The separator will include the only contribution due to the liquid phase. Further-

more, the tabs Ohmic contribution is added analytically to the thermal balance, since

these components are not included in the 1D electrochemical model but they provide

a non-negligible contribution in the total cell heat generation:

QOhm,tab,i =
(Rtab,i +Rc,i) · i2app

Vol,tab,i
(3.44)

where:

• iapp [A] is the total current applied to the cell during its discharge,

• Vol,tab,i [m3] is the volume either of the positive or negative tab,

• Rc,i [Ω] is the contact resistance, which accounts both internal tab-cell contact

and external-internal tab contact resistances,

• Rtab,i [Ω] is the tab resistance, obtained as:

R,tab,i =
ρ · L
A⊥

=
ρtab,i · wtab
Li,cc · htab

(3.45)

– ρtab,i [S/m] is the resistivity either of the positive or negative tab material,
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– wtab [m] is the length of the tab in the current conduction direction,

– Li,cc [m] is the thickness of the tab of the positive or negative tab material

which is taken as the current collectors thickness,

– htab [m] is the base of the cross section that along with Li,cc is crossed by

the current entering or exiting the cell.

Some positive electrodes have the possibility to undergo a phase transition. The

heat generated is quantified through the enthalpy difference of the two phases under-

going the reaction. This is called equivalent enthalpy approach [124]:

Qpt = ∆Hαβ · η̇αβ (3.46)

η̇αβ =
ṙα→βi

rp,i
=

1

rp,i

drα→βi

dt
(3.47)

where:

• ri [m] quantity is the interface position that is expressed through the moving

boundary model [128], in the equation,

• ∆Hαβ [J ] is the equivalent enthalpy obtained though calorimetry experiments.

NMC positive electrode has the tendency to develop phase transitions phenom-

ena, but due to the required knowledge of the exact complex reaction, to quan-

tify the material changing phase and lack of experimental data to characterize

∆Hαβ, this term is neglected in this study.

The last contribution is the heat of mixing, that accounts molecular fluxes, gen-

erating heat due to concentration gradients [105]:

Qmix = −ji ·
(
−F Eeq,therm

dcs,i
∇cs,i

)
=
∇ · is
Fas,i

·
(
−F Eeq,therm

dcs,i
∇cs,i

)
(3.48)

Finally, the complete energy conservation equation for the battery cell is obtained:

ρCp
∂T

∂t
= Qcond +Qconv +Qirrev +Qrev +Qmix +QOhm,tab (3.49)

In which:

Qcond = k∇2T (3.50)

Qcond = −∇h(T − Tamb) (3.51)
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Qirrev = −is∇φs +−il∇φl −∇is (φs − φl − V0) (3.52)

Qrev = −∇isT
∂V0,i
∂T

(3.53)

Qmix =
∇ · is
Fas,i

·
(
−F Eeq,therm

dcs,i
∇cs,i

)
(3.54)

QOhm,tab =
(Rtab,i +Rc,i) · i2app

Vol,tab,i
(3.55)

Where:

• The first term in Equation 3.49 is the net energy rate of the battery cell,

• k [W/m ·K], is the thermal conductivity of the pouch battery cell,

• ρ [kg/m3], is the composite density of the pouch battery cell,

• Cp [J/kgK] is the composite cell heat capacity under constant pressure,

• The heat transfer modes are conduction inside the battery cell, since the cell is

made by porous materials. Convection with the external environment boundary

condition is applied, because the cell is the only object in a test chamber, and

not in contact with other cells. h [W/(m2 ·K)], the heat transfer coefficient will

vary case by case.

This equation is both space and time dependent. Boundary conditions will be

discussed first in the coupling paragraph and then in the application section.

3.3 Electrochemical-Thermal (ECT) Coupling

As constantly stressed out, it is necessary to capture the electrochemical as well as

thermal components of the battery nature to achieve a proper thermal prediction and

guarantee the battery optimal temperature range. The approach used in this study

is reported in Figure 3.2. Initially the different volumetric heat sources are computed

in the 1D P2D electrochemical model, they are classified by typology as presented in

the previous paragraph and also by geometrical domain (electrode, separator, current

collectors). For every time instance these heat sources are given as input variables to

the 3D energy balance, which solves the heat transfer study to obtain simultaneously
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the temperature magnitude and distribution of the battery cell. The fundamental

distinction from the previous research approaches is that, in this work all the different

heat sources are not summed and averaged over the total battery volume, but kept

distinguished by typology and spatially also in the 3D model. The contribution

of current collectors is also inserted. The strong temperature dependency of some

battery physio-chemical properties must be included to obtain a fully coupled thermal

model. The average value of the temperature on the battery volume is sent as feedback

to the temperature dependent (non-isothermal) electrochemical model, to allow the

update of these parameters, prior to recalculate the heat generation of the following

instants. In this work these properties are:

• Reaction rate constants,

• Diffusion coefficient of solid electrode phases,

• Diffusion coefficient of the electrolyte phase,

• Electrolyte ionic conductivity,

• OCP vs Temperature derivative of anode and cathode materials (entropy coef-

ficient),

• Thermodynamic factor (anion transference number), which accounts the frac-

tion of the total electrochemical species by a given ionic species.
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Figure 3.2: Coupling scheme and enabling quantities between the modeling dimen-
sions
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Chapter 4

Parametrization and Model

implementation in COMSOL

Multiphysics R©

The coupled P2D electrochemical-3D thermal model developed has the objective to

describe the physical laws of Li-ion battery cells being flexible, reliable and accu-

rate with respect to the empirical approaches. The simplification and division of the

two parts allows faster computational times with lower CPU requirements with re-

spect to a fully 3D electrochemical-thermal model. The complexity of the equations

sill requires numerical techniques such as finite element analysis (FEA) with volume

averaging technique. The actual implementation details of the model in COMSOL

Multiphysics R© v5.5 and some important aspects regarding electrochemical and ther-

mal parameters are explained in this chapter. There are approximately 30 input

parameters, (Appendix A), for the electrochemical model, so this parametrization

activity requires significant effort that will be reflected in the final model. The tem-

perature dependency of some key electrochemical parameters is investigated. The cell

under study is a high capacity large pouch cell with NMC/Graphite chemistry with

LiPF6 salt in EMC solvent. The following model’s initial development is fine-tuned

to match the experimental data coming from an OEM’s tests on the cell. Note that

for reasons of confidentiality all the plots with sensible data have the values in the

axes and values of parameters removed. The electrochemical part is validated with

the experimental data regarding the cell isothermal discharge curves at different C-

rates and temperatures. The thermal part is also reproducing the test conditions of

non-isothermal discharge for a cell in a controlled temperature chamber. The choice

for every detail worthy of explanation is backed up by literature and company data,
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for each specific section in the following. Some starting values are modified during

the calibration process.

4.1 Cell Materials

Cell materials are known but their specific properties are not always available from

manufacturers, the actual cell materials are reproduced with materials available in

COMSOL Multiphysics R© library and the known specific properties are substituted in

COMSOL Multiphysics R© to fit the experimental data, always double-checking with

the available literature as explained later for each specific parameter. The positive

electrode is made with NMC chemistry, standard NMC 1/3 (LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2)

proportion is used due to lack of information company-wise and from the limited

literature. The exact chemical composition is pretty difficult to reproduce often for

the presence of binders, additives, to enhance the conductivity and to favor the power

configuration of this cell. The phase change of positive electrode material can also

occur but here is not included for the lack of quantitative data. The anode is repro-

duced by a standard LixC6 graphite anode from COMSOL Multiphysics R© material

library. Also, in this case, secret additives from the manufacturer can be used to en-

hance the high power configuration of this cell. The liquid electrolyte is represented

by standard LiPF6 salt in EMC, PC, EC solvent, available in the software. The

positive current collector and internal tab as well as the negative internal tab and

current collector are made of different electrically and thermally conductive materi-

als. The same applies for the external tabs. Properties of these materials are widely

known, being highly conductive materials with low resistance. The current collectors

distribute the current to the active cell materials whereas the tabs are the external

links for the electrical connections of the cell.

4.2 Electrode Balancing

A reverse engineering procedure with an optimization study is adopted for the elec-

trode balancing, to compute the amount of active Li-ion material necessary in the

cell. The full explanation and the COMSOL Multiphysics R© application used to do

this can be found in [129]. In a battery cell, the amount of active material at anode

and cathode must be the same, to not add dead weight to the battery or to limit the

performance of the electrode. When starting from a balanced situation the proper

cell OCV can be obtained because there is no way to compensate it with diffusion
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coefficients, reaction rates and conductivities. This application is implemented for

charge behavior and the Author has adapted it for discharge electrode balancing. At

start of discharge, the negative electrode is fully lithiated while the positive electrode

is unlithiated, while at complete discharge the situation will be reversed. The impor-

tant remark is that the electrodes are containing more Li than the strict necessary,

for safety reasons. The extra material is used for situation of high C-rates or for

some phenomena like the initial SEI layer formation on the anode, during the first

discharge cycles. Over time, as the battery ages, the amount of cyclable lithium is

reduced.

Four parameters are needed to define the balancing model:

1. Yhost,pos [−], is the dimensionless amount of positive electrode host material.

Dimensionless parameters are defined with respect to the nominal capacity of

the cell Qcell [Ah]:

Yi =
QLi,i

Qcell

(4.1)

2. Yhost,neg [−], is the dimensionless amount of negative electrode host material,

3. YLi,tot [−], is the dimensionless amount of Li in the battery cell,

4. SOLneg,0,DOD [−], is the electrode state of lithiation (SOL), at the start of the

discharge (i.e. depth of discharge DOD = 0). It is called also local SOC when

is defined with concentrations:

SOLi =
QLi,i

Qhost,i

=
cs,i

cs,max,i
(4.2)

These four values are starting from a standard set of numbers known and common

for cells, which are known as function of SOL. Moreover, additional info are required:

• OCV experimental curve of the cell during discharge,

• OCV experimental curve of the ositive electrode (NMC) during discharge,

• OCV experimental curve of the negative electrode (Graphite) during discharge.

These curves are available for the specific cell in consideration. The COMSOL

Multiphysics R© optimization solver estimates the final value of the four initial param-

eters with a least squares method minimizing the objective function, which is the
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difference of the computed cell OCV (positive electrode OCV – negative electrode

OCV) with respect to the experimental wanted OCV:

O =
∑

(Ecell,model − Ecell,exp)2 (4.3)

The results for this specific cell are the four optimized values with Figure 4.1 and

Figure 4.2, from where it is possible to obtain the amount of active Li-ion material

in the cell:

SOLpos,0,DOD =
YLi,tot
Yhost,pos

− SOLneg,0,DOD · Yhost,pos
Yhost,neg

(4.4)

Figure 4.1: Electrode balancing equilib-
rium voltage curves for the cell under study

Figure 4.2: SOL of electrodes during dis-
charge for the cell under study

The excess capacity necessary, in the negative electrode to avoid Li-plating, leading
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to cell short circuit, is:

floss =
1− SOLneg,0,DOD

SOLneg,0,DOD − SOLneg,100,DOD
(4.5)

The initial lost capacity in the negative electrode due to initial SEI formation

reactions is:

fexcess =
Yhost,pos − YLi,tot

Yhost,neg
(4.6)

The initial Li-ions concentrations in the solid electrodes at the start of discharge

are also obtained:

cs0,neg = SOLneg,0,DOD · cs,max,neg (4.7)

cs0,pos = SOLpos,0,DOD · cs,max,pos (4.8)

where the maximum amount of Li-ions in the electrodes is cs,max,pos = 49000 [mol/m3]

and cs,max,neg = 31507 [mol/m3] from the software material library. Similar values

can be found in [52, 130, 131].

In addition, the solid phase volume fractions of the electrodes can be calculated,

leading to obtain the hosted capacity of each electrode:

εneg =
Yhost,neg ·Qcell

F · cs,max,neg · Lneg · Acell
(4.9)

εpos =
Yhost,pos ·Qcell

F · cs,max,pos · Lpos · Acell
(4.10)

Qhost,neg = F · εneg · cs,max,neg · Lneg · Acell (4.11)

Qhost,pos = F · εpos · cs,max,pos · Lpos · Acell (4.12)

where Acell [m2] is the electrode active material cross sectional area. The anode area

is used as cell reference, as it is the lowest value, hence limiting the performance of

the whole cell. Lneg [m] and Lpos [m] are the thicknesses of the electrodes. To verify,

the host capacity is multiplied by the SOL range of each electrode, hence obtaining

the actual capacity corresponding to Qcell:

Qactual,i = Qhost,i · (SOLi,0,DOD − SOLi,100,DOD) (4.13)
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This method uses an interpolation based on the OCP curves of the materials and

the wanted OCV of the cell, leading to the values of local state of charge inside the

electrodes (local amount of Li that gives the desired voltage, which is not arriving

to 0% or 100%) and the porosity of electrodes (amount of active material of solid

and liquid phase). No electrochemistry is involved here, so all these values will be

fine-tuned in the P2D model calibration.

4.3 Physio-Chemical Properties

All the model parameters, are experimental results coming from the cell teardown

or obtained from studying the literature for similar cell configurations, as presented

for each value. More sources are compared to see whether the values were reliable.

Some others parameters are usually fine-tuned for each specific cell, to reach a good

agreement with the experimental data. Overall, the parameters are double-checked

again in the final model calibration, and changed if necessary. The complete list can

be found in Appendix A.

Bruggeman coefficient - 1.5 for all domains, which is adopted by several authors

[29, 50, 52, 126]. Assumptions for this value will be compensated by diffusivity and

conductivity values [24].

Equilibrium potentials (OCP) curves of the electrodes - Experimental data

were available both for the positive and negative electrode. The standard interpola-

tion curves of COMSOL Multiphysics R© materials were substituted with the real ones

(see Figure 4.1). It is worthy to say, that this is a fundamental data for a correct

modelling prediction as it has a significant effect on simulation results. The literature

regarding the NMC electrode open circuit potential curves is very limited, due to the

novelty of the material, so the experimental data coming from the GITT test at 25◦C

are preferred. However, they are similar to [65] which studies similar materials.

Electrical conductivity - Electrical conductivity is also called electronic conduc-

tivity of the material. Graphite negative electrode has a conductivity of 100 [S/m]

measured by many studies, [24, 30, 123]. As positive electrode conductivity is taken

100 [S/m] due to the lack of data regarding the NMC chemistry. However, since stud-

ies of other chemistries presented lower estimates [24, 30, 123], values from 5 [S/m]

to 100 [S/m] were tested with no significant changes. Taking the same value of the
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negative electrode assures that this is not a limiting factor as the current rate changes

[24, 50]. Electrical conductivities of Aluminum and Copper domains are straightfor-

wardly obtained by the materials, respectively 3.774 · 107 [S/m] and 5.998 · 107 [S/m]

[50, 77]. In this study constant values are taken, only the electrolyte ionic conductivity

will be temperature dependent.

Particle radius of electrodes - Constant particle radius is adopted in this model,

rp,pos & rp,neg [m], as many previous papers were doing with similar values [31, 52, 123].

In reality the particle radius varies in a range like as implemented by [24] but lack of

experimental data were preventing this.

4.4 Temperature Dependent Properties

As introduced in previous discussions, to capture the temperature dependency of some

key electrochemical properties, the Arrhenius Law is the common mathematical way

used to describe this relation. Equation 4.14, is the law for a generic parameter ψ:

ψ = ψrefexp

[
Eact,i
R

(
1

Tref
− 1

T

)]
(4.14)

where:

• Eact,i [J/mol], is the activation energy, fundamental to regulate the temperature

sensibility of the specific parameter,

• ψref is the value under study at Tref = 298.15 [K](25◦C), reference ambient

temperature, the for this work.

The standard Arrhenius Law is not always enough for capture the temperature

dependency of all parameters, so each one needs its specific attention and calibra-

tion. Below, all parameters will be listed in the order that it was discovered mostly

influencing the model. The parameters with more influence are listed first.

Reaction Rates Constants

Reaction rate constants are needed, as explained in the theory part, to describe

the charge transfer reaction. Both the negative and positive electrode reaction rate

constants are described by the Equation 4.15:

Ki = K0,iexp

[
Eact,K,i
R

(
1

Tref
− 1

T

)]
(4.15)
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Where:

• Eact,K,neg = 20000 [J/mol] [52], Eact,K,pos = 30000 [J/mol] [30], are the negative

and positive electrode activation energies for the reaction rate constants. They

have been tested successfully for the desired working range of the model.

• K0,neg [m/s], K0,pos [m/s] are the are the negative and positive reaction rates

at reference temperature. Their value is obtained fitting the correct exchange

current density value to approximate the experimental isothermal discharge

curve of the cell at 25◦C.

For both the electrodes this property is temperature dependent as explained in [24,

29, 46, 50, 123]. Advanced concentration dependencies of the positive electrode rate

constant with the local SOC and with the exponential elevated at power of 2, [31, 52],

are tested here, but not adopted, since they were not providing any benefit to the

model.

Values of the reaction rates constants are comparable to the aforementioned liter-

ature studies in the order of 10−9 or 10−10 [m/s]. It was determined that each specific

cell modeled has its own characteristic constants to reach a good approximation of

the experimental data. Literature values are a good starting point and reference but

they usually require calibration. This consideration is valid also for the following

parameters.

Solid Phase Diffusion Coefficient

The electrodes diffusion coefficient has a huge importance on the overall cell be-

havior, as it rules the cell diffusion mechanism. This coefficient along with the reaction

rate constants, which control the charge transfer reaction, is one of the key parameters

affecting the cell discharge performances. As a result, the temperature dependence is

also fundamental to be correctly captured.

For the negative electrode diffusion coefficient, the temperature variation is ex-

pressed through the standard Arrhenius Law: [24, 30, 46, 123]:

Ds,neg = Ds,0,negexp

[
Eact,Ds,neg

R

(
1

Tref
− 1

T

)]
(4.16)

For the positive electrode, the standard Arrhenius expression was not enough

to capture the temperature dependency. A correct fitting was found using a square

exponential part, like a study with a similar composition [52]. The electrodes diffusion
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coefficient is also modeled as concentration independent (opposite as presented by

[31]) since this addition is tested to be no more precise:

Ds,pos = Ds0,posexp

[
Eact,Ds,pos

R

(
1

Tref
− 1

T

)]2
(4.17)

where:

• Eact,D,s,neg = 68025.7 [J/mol], Eact,D,s,pos = 3409 [J/mol], are the negative and

positive elctrode activation energies for the reaction rates, obtained for a correct

temperature dependency as temperature changes,

• Ds0,neg = 1.4523 · 10−12 [m2/s], Ds0,pos = 8.5 · 10−14 [m2/s] are the are the

negative and positive electrodes solid state diffusion coefficients reference tem-

perature. Also, their value is obtained by fitting the correct exchange current

density value to approximate the experimental isothermal discharge curve of

the cell at 25◦C.

It is worthy to mention that the activation energy of the positive electrode is not

valid for all temperatures. For example, it was determined from calibration studies

that Eact,D,s,pos = 27980 [J/mol] is needed to describe the cell discharge voltage under

10◦C correctly. Due to the complex additional phenomena, rising when the Li-ion

batteries work at low temperatures, a dedicated model for low temperature range is

needed to capture the proper behavior as in [43, 69, 75].

Liquid Phase Difffusivity

The liquid electrolyte diffusion coefficient (diffusivity) is strongly depending on

the electrolyte salt and solvent composition. The main components of the liquid elec-

trolyte are known, namely LiPF6 salt in EMC, PC, EC solvent. However, their exact

composition is not known for this application. So, the temperature and concentration

dependency of this parameter is approximated, starting with temperature dependence

in COMSOL Multiphysics R© material library. An electrolyte with the same constitu-

tive materials but not the exact volume percentage is selected as follows:

Dl = Dl,0 ·

10

−4.43− 54(
T−5e−3·

(
c2

cref

)
−229

)−0.22e3· c2
cref


 (4.18)

where:
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• cref = 1, 000, 000 [mol/m3] is the reference electrolyte concentration for this

quantity,

• Dl,0 = 1e−3 [m/s], is the multiplicative constant, which is changed from the

original one for a better fit of the experimental data,

• c2 = min(3900,max(cl, 7.7e
−3)) [mol/m3] from the COMSOL R© definition,

The obtained quantity is concentration and temperature dependent, and similar

expression leading to comparable values is found in [31, 127].

Electrolyte Ionic Conductivity

Many authors takes into account both temperature and concentration as variables

influencing the ionic conductivity σl, [24, 29, 31, 52, 123]. The standard temperature

and concentration dependence in COMSOL Multiphysics R© material library for this

parameter is found to be satisfactory, for this study. This is possible since the elec-

trolyte is made with the same material of the real one. The specific composition is

unknown as previously explained.

Entropy Coefficient

The entropy coefficient or temperature derivative of the electrode open circuit

potential plays a fundamental role in defining the temperature dependency of the

electrode potentials OCP, previously explained, especially in a non-isothermal dis-

charge. The relation is expressed by:

ET
eq,i = Eeq,i − (T − Tref ) · dEeq,i

dT
(4.19)

where

• ET
eq,i [V ] is the electrode potential at temperature T,

• Eeq,i [V ] is the reference electrode potential at temperature Tref = 298.15 [K],

(see 4.1),

• dEeq,i

dT
[V/K] is the entropy coefficient.

Adopted entropy coefficients are reported in Figure 4.3. Both for the positive

NMC and negative graphite electrodes, experimental values of the same chemistry

reported in [65] are adopted, due to a lack of specific data on the cell studied. The

NMC entropy coefficient is very similar to the standard COMSOL Multiphysics R© one

and the graphite value is near to the one used in [24, 132].
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Figure 4.3: Entropy coefficients of electrodes

Activity Dependence of Electrolyte (Thermodynamic Factor)

The standard temperature and concentration dependence in COMSOL Multiphysics R©

material library for this parameter is tested and found to be satisfactory in this

study. The electrolyte activity dependence ∂ ln fi
∂ ln cl

is part of the thermodynamic factor(
1 + ∂ ln fi

∂ ln cl

)
. In addition to the experimental discharge curve validation, the specific

expression is checked, and it is similar to [127] which studies a similar electrolyte.

The transport number t, needed in the activity dependence computation (called also

Li transference number), is obtained by a concentration dependent function, and for

this quantity values are similar to [127].

4.5 Pouch Cell Thermal Parameters Estimation

The simplified 3D energy balance gives the possibility of giving lumped thermal prop-

erties at cell level. All cell’s fundamental units are constantly repeated, obtaining a

constant different materials layers’ repetition in the total cell. Considering the cell

with general properties coming from the single layers is an acceptable assumption

that will be also confirmed in the comparison with the full 3D model, where each

layer is kept with its own properties. However, the thermal properties are anisotropic

for the three directions of the 3D thermal model, if obtained at the cell level.

Single thermal properties of each domain are not easy to find in literature. A

summary for this model is reported in Table 4.1. For additional validation, the

calculated values for the pouch cell, reported in Table 4.2, are also compared to the
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available literature as follows:

Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity is anisotropic due to the presence of several layers in the

cell assembly. In the layers parallel direction this parameter is expressed by Equa-

tion 4.20, namely, in-plane thermal conductivity. Instead, the through-plane thermal

conductivity is expressed by Equation 4.21:

Kcell,‖ = (Lneg,cc·Kneg,cc+Lneg ·Kneg+Lsep·Ksep+Lpos·Kpos+Lpos,cc·Kpos,cc)

Lcell
(4.20)

Kcell,⊥ =
Lcell(

Lneg,cc

Kneg,cc
+ Lneg

Kneg
+ Lsep

Ksep
+ Lpos

Kpos
+ Lpos,cc

Kpos,cc

) (4.21)

where:

• Kneg,cc = 398 [W/mK] and Kpos,cc = 238 [W/mK], are the standard thermal

conductivities used for copper and aluminum current collectors and tabs, used

also in [24, 29],

• Kneg = 4.21 [W/mK], is used as negative electrode thermal conductivity. A

range of values is identified from [123, 133], but is adopted [123], which accounts

the mixed nature of LiC6 soaked in the electrolyte,

• Ksep = 1.21 [W/mK], for the separator value is also used [123] value which

considers the electrolyte presence. Similar value is used in [133],

• Kpos = 0.95 [W/mK], starting from the specific measurements of [134, 135], is

estimated as positive electrode thermal conductivity, comparing the values for

the total cell Kcell,‖, Kcell,⊥ (Table 4.2) to the available studies. Values obtained

here are similar to [24, 52, 77, 131, 133], remarking the reliability of the study

presented.

Density

The cell density is obtained from the values of its components available in Table

4.1 and it is reported in Table 4.2. The value is obtained through:

ρcell =
∑i ρi·Li

Lcell
= (Lneg,cc·ρneg,cc+Lneg ·ρneg+Lsep·ρsep+Lpos·ρpos+Lpos,cc·ρpos,cc)

Lcell
(4.22)

where:
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Table 4.1: Thermal Properties of Different Layers

Property Unit
Negative
Current
Collector

Negative
Electrode

Separator
Positive

Electrode

Positive
Current
Collector

Thermal
Conductivity

[W/(mK)] 398 4.21 1.21 0.95 238

Density [kg/m3] 8700 1861 1043 1428.34 2700

Heat
Capacity

[J/(kgK)] 385 845 1688 900 900

Table 4.2: Pouch Cell Thermal Properties

Pouch Properties Value Unit

Cell Thickness 10 [mm]

In-plane Thermal Conductivity 30.043 [W/mK]

Through-plane Thermal Conductivity 1.697 [W/mK]

Density 1853.2 [kg/m3]

Heat Capacity 987.01 [J/kgK]

• ρneg,cc = 8700 [kg/m3] and ρpos,cc = 2700 [kg/m3], are the densities of copper

and aluminum current collectors and tabs, respectively, also used in [24, 29],

• ρneg = 1861 [kg/m3], for the negative electrode. Density values ranges from

1247 [kg/m3] to 5000 [kg/m3] [29, 50, 123]. [123] is chosen since it considers

the electrolyte contribution,

• ρsep = 1043 [kg/m3], for the separator is also used in [123], which considers the

electrolyte presence. Similar value is used in [133],

• ρpos = 1428.34 [kg/m3], is estimated as positive electrode density, comparing

the values for the total cell ρcell, (Table 4.2) to the available studies. The values

available for the single material were mainly referring to NMC electrode powders

[136, 137, 138], with higher values, not accounting the electrolyte presence.

However the cell density is in accordance with [24, 52, 130] and checked also

with the battery tear-down data at the cell level (Table 4.2).
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Heat capacity

The last of the cell main thermal properties is also computed, starting from the

layers materials, Table 4.1, and compared with literature data both at material and

cell level, following:

Cp,cell =
∑i Cp,i·Li

Lcell
= (Lneg,cc·Cp,neg,cc+Lneg ·Cp,neg+Lsep·Cp,sep+Lpos·Cp,pos+Lpos,cc·Cp,pos,cc)

Lcell
(4.23)

where:

• Cp,neg,cc = 385 [J/kgK] and Cp,pos,cc = 900 [J/kgK], are the heat capacities

of copper and aluminum current collectors and tabs, respectively, used also in

[24, 77],

• Cp,neg = 845 [J/kgK], for the negative electrode heat capacity. Values range

from 845 [J/kgK] to 1437 [J/kgK] [29, 50, 123, 139]. Value in [123] is chosen

because it accounts the electrolyte contribution in this case,

• Cp,sep = 1688 [J/kgK], for the separator, is also used [123], which provides the

electrolyte effect. Similar value is used in [51],

• Cp,pos = 900 [J/kgK], estimated starting from 700 [J/kgK] to 950 [J/kgK]

range [24, 123], comparing the values for the total cell Cp,cell, (Table 4.2) to the

available studies [24, 52, 77, 131, 140, 141].

4.6 P2D Electrochemical Modelling Details in COM-

SOL Multiphysics R©

Prior to start, attention must be paid to the geometry approach of the model. Several

investigations [29, 41, 46, 50, 93, 130] include the study of battery modules and packs,

but as the reader will see in the following, even the model of a single cell is not easy

to understand.

The P2D electrochemical model describes a fundamental unit of the cell in is thick-

ness direction, the highlighted part in Figure 4.4. With this term, called also stack, is

described an assembly consisting of half of negative current collector, negative elec-

trode (one anode side, because the electrodes are double coated), separator, positive

electrode (one side) and half of positive current collector. Clearly, as explained in

the introduction and literature review, only one stack cannot satisfy the cell capacity
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and power requirements. Multiple stacks are connected in parallel though the col-

lectors and internal tabs, inside a single cell, to arrive at the designed configuration.

The repetition of all the different layers (anodes, separators and cathodes) giving the

complete cell is called a jellyroll. The final pouch cell is obtained with a protective

layer and the two external tabs exiting from the cell.

Figure 4.4: Cell multidimensional scheme. Adapted from [31]

The first step will be modelling just only one fundamental unit (stack) from an

electrochemical and thermal point of view. The electrochemical part will be devel-

oped first and also validated alone with the experimental data available. The complete

electrochemical-thermal coupled model is studied in second phase. Since on the ther-

mal part, data on the cell heat generation are not available along with the called

simplified approach (namely P2D model in 1D for the electrochemistry coupled with

a 3D thermal balance), a fully coupled 3D ECT model is also developed.

Component one is only one stack of the complete cell represented in his thickness

direction, which is required for the electrochemical description. This model is build

following the COMSOL Multiphysics R© application, Li-ion battery for thermal models

and Li-ion 3D battery pack, which has the same division in two components. These

reference simulations are modified with all the additions and modifications required

for the analysis of the cell under study. For clarity, Component one is the thickness

dimension of the battery cell, which is used to solve the electrochemical nature of the

cell; while Component two is the 3D battery cell geometry, which embeds the heat

sources and the heat transfer model for computing the 3D energy balance and the

temperature distribution. No actual electrochemical variables are applied to Compo-
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nent two, which is just the battery geometry with its heat sources.

The electrochemical model is developed independently for its better control and

trouble-shooting, hence, an error in the thermal balance will not affect the validity of

the electrochemical model. The model is developed to work in a temperature range

from 10◦C above. Isothermal discharge curves will firstly have obtained to validate the

model against the experimental data of the single cell tests. The model is validated

at three temperatures and for each temperature, four different C-rates are simulated,

to reproduce nominal, slow and fast discharge behaviors. After adding the thermal

component, the coupled model is tested during non-isothermal discharges at different

rates and with different heat transfer boundary conditions.

The electrochemistry is implemented through the Lithium-Ion Battery interface of

COMSOL Multiphysics R© which allows to take into account all the modelling details

explained in the theoretical part. It is a pre-build environment with all the parts of the

P2D model developed by Newman et al. [25, 107]. The list of required parameters for

the coupled model is available in Appendix A. The electrochemistry description falls

under the Component one as can be seen by COMSOL Multiphysics R© model builder,

where all the nodes referring to the electrochemistry are included 4.5. This is a 1D

model, solving the electrochemical variables, defined in the theory part, along the cell

thickness and over time. The additional dimension inside the particle, is discretized to

fully solve the diffusion law in the electrode solid phase, as the DFN model requires.

However, the cross sectional area of the cell Acell [m2] is given as a fixed parameter

to the software so the volumetric heat generations can be computed. Equations are

solved in one direction only, which is the battery thickness z, so variation of EC

variables in the other two directions are not captured. This is due to the hypothesis

that the battery thickness z is the main direction in where the reactions are occurring.

This hypothesis will be validated through the results analysis. Materials of the model

are the one included in the Section 4.1.

The important nodes as presented in Figure 4.5 are:

• Porous electrodes is where the intercalation and charge transfer reaction

takes place. All the main electrochemical parameters are assigned while distin-

guishing between the electrodes and electrolyte (e.g. reference concentrations,

local SOCs, reference exchange current densities and others).The particle di-

mension is discretized in 10 elements along the radial direction. The exchange

current density, here, is referred to a reference concentration, so Equation 3.36
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Figure 4.5: Component one model builder and geometry in COMSOL Multiphysics R©

is modified in:

i0 = i0,ref (T )

(
cs,i

cs,i,ref

)αc

·
(

cs,max,i − cs,i
cs,max,i − cs,i,ref

)αa

·
(

cl,i
cl,i,ref

)αa

(4.24)

in which:

– cs,i,ref =
cs,max,i

2
[mol/m3] taken as reference concentration,

– The reference exchange current density is usually obtained by experimental

procedures, which in this case are missing, it is approximated as:

i0,ref.i = Ki · F ·
cs,max,i

2
(4.25)

This is possible since the underestimation or overestimation of this value,

is corrected by the calibration of the temperature dependent reaction rate

constant Ki, which is a parameter that requires specific fine-tuning for each

cell, but its order of magnitude can be compared with previous studies

found in the literature [24, 52], as explained in section 4.4.

• Electrode nodes are identifying the current collectors (they are also electrodes
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but not porous with active Li inside) with their material properties.

• Boundary conditions are the implementation of the theoretical boundary

conditions explained in the analytical model (see Figure 4.6):

– No flux at the boundaries: since Li-ions are not travelling in the current

collectors because the charge is carried by the electrons there,

– Electric Ground: where the negative current collector is grounded,

– Electrode Current: where the discharge current iapp [A] is applied to the

battery cell,

– Initial values and Initial Cell Charge Distribution are required nodes to

give the initial potential, the starting SOC and the cell capacity to the

software. The cyclable Lithium lost flost, and the lithium in excess fexcess,

of the negative electrode calculated through the electrode balancing are

inserted here.

Figure 4.6: EC boundary conditions for the 1D cell model in COMSOL Multiphysics R©

4.7 Thermal Model Implementation and Details in

COMSOL Multiphysics R©

The component two in this modelling approach, Figure 4.7, is the one that represents

the external cell geometry. Different approaches are used to study this thermal part

while the electrochemistry will be always the same. These different models, presented

hereafter, will be still considered simplified approaches (with respect to the fully
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Figure 4.7: Component two model builder and geometry in COMSOL Multiphysics R©

coupled 3D ECT model), because they represent the cell with the use of two coupled

but distinguished components, one for the electrochemistry and one for the thermal

balance which is different in each case:

1. Cell fundamental unit model: one stack of the cell is considered from the

thermal point of view, as shown in Figure 4.8. The layered frame has the differ-

ent heat sources coming from the electrochemistry calculations, keeping them

separate domain by domain and by heat typology (reversible, irreversible and

Ohmic), as categorized in the theory 3.2 part: e.g. the reversible reaction heat

of the positive electrode calculated from the electrochemical model (Component

one) is given as volumetric heat source to the positive electrode domain, in

the Component two. The heat generation from internal tabs of the layer and

the current collectors are included. The detailed computation procedure is ex-

plained in the next section. Thermal properties of each material are assigned

to the layers.

2. Complete cell model with total average heat source and lumped prop-

erties: in this variant, the complete external dimensions of the cell are taken

into account as shown in Figure 4.9. The cell envelope is obtained repeating the
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Figure 4.8: 3D model of the funda-
mental unit geometry in COMSOL R©

Figure 4.9: 3D model of the com-
plete cell with average heat strategy
in COMSOL R©

fundamental unit Nstacks [−] times, as the complete cell. However, the layers di-

vision is omitted due to the hypothesis adopted. Since the repeated single layers

are in the order of [µm], to approximate their overall thermal properties, only

a total active material volume is taken into account, Figure 4.9, with lumped

values derived from the single layers as explained in section 4.5. This is done to

simplify the computational burden with respect to more complex descriptions

as the next model. In this situation only the external cell tabs are included and

also the thin layer [µm] covering the pouch cell (termed as non-active battery

material) is modeled. In this situation, only the average total heat source on the

battery active volume is included in the thermal model since the layer domains

are no more captured. This is the classical approach used by many researchers

[24, 51], because it is the most suitable solution to build battery modules and

packs, while assuring an acceptable detail at the cell level.

3. Complete cell model with distributed heat sources for each layer and

lumped properties: this is the most detailed approach amongst the simplified

models. Nstacks [−] fundamental units with their layered structure, will be

repeated to reproduce the stacked structure of the complete cell resulting in

the jellyroll, Figure 4.10. Heat sources will be given as input, analog as the

approach number one, but assigned to all the present layers of the same kind

(e.g. Nstacks [−] positive electrodes, with each its heat source). All the cell

internal tabs are connected in parallel trough a horizontal connecting element,

which in turn is in electrical contact with the two external tabs of the cell.
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Figure 4.10: 3D complete cell model with all the layers repetition in COMSOL
Multiphysics R©: a) Scale=100 on y axis b) No scale

All the different heat sources, along with the heat transfer boundary conditions,

will enable the 3D thermal balance calculation, obtaining the history of temperature

evolution and its gradient on the battery cell. The enabling tool is the heat transfer

node of COMSOL Multiphysiscs R©. The boundary conditions for the electrochemical-

thermal simulation will be the same for all the three models to have a meaningful

comparison between the different approaches. Two C-rates are tested, representing:

the non-isothermal discharge under nominal current and fast discharge. The different

domains are defined as a solid object with their properties. To do that solid nodes of

COMSOL Multiphysics R© heat transfer module are used.

Thermal boundary conditions:

• All the electrochemical heat sources are inserted in the solid 3D geometry as

volumetric heat sources [W/m3]. In addition, dedicated heat sources are used

for tabs and current collectors,

• Conduction is the mode of heat transfer inside the battery, while convection is

the mode of heat transfer between the battery and the surrounding environment.

To account for the second phenomena, a convective heat flux node is used. The

heat transfer set up is made to reproduce a condition of battery testing for which

experimental data is used as guidelines. The cell is inserted in a controlled envi-

ronment chamber where it is undergoing a constant current discharge, repeated

at different rates. The experimental guidelines refer to a constant and controlled

ambient reference temperature of 298.15 [K] (25◦C), which is also the starting

temperature of the cell. The battery cell is exposed to the convective flux on all

sides. To reproduce it, the first test adopts natural convection, then, a forced
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air cooling is simulated on the battery surface. h = 7 [W/m2K] represents the

natural convection regime, usually a range from 5 to 10 [W/m2K] is used as

natural convection heat transfer coefficient [24, 31, 51, 52, 133, 142]. Amongst

all, 7 [W/m2K] is chosen as it is the one that better approximates the reference

data regarding the temperature rise of the cell, since the actual experimental

data does not provide this value. For forced air cooling h = 25 [W/m2K] is

selected [139, 142, 143, 144, 145].

4.8 Coupling Strategy in COMSOL Multiphysics R©

To realize the coupling explained in Section 3.3, it is necessary to manually couple

the two components through the linking variables in the software. The principal heat

sources of Section 3.2 are automatically embedded and calculated, inside the Li-ion

Battery Interface of COMSOL Multiphysics R©. The only one which is not computed

alone is the Ohmic heat of the different domains, which is manually computed and

included inside the local variables node of the Component one (the full table describing

the variables of the Component one is available in the Appendix A). Equation 3.43

is used that translated in COMSOL Multiphysics R© language is:

QOhmic,i = −phil · liion.il − phis · liion.is (4.26)

where:

• phil and phis [V ] are the derivative of the liquid and solid phase potential

respectively: φl and φs [V ] of Equation 3.43,

• liion.il and liion.is [A/m2] are current density of the liquid and solid phase

respectively: il,i and is,i [A/m2] of Equation 3.43.

In the second Component, all the heat sources coming from the electrochemistry

are reported in the local variables of component two, to be used as general heat sources

trough the dedicated nodes of the heat transfer module. They are averaged on the

respective domain of the Component one and inserted successively as heat source of

the Component two. To clearly explain the procedure one heat source computation

is explained in detail here (the rest is following the same reasoning and they can be

found in the Appendix A, which contains all the local variable of the Component

two):

Qh,Ohmic,sep = comp1.aveop3(comp1.Q ohmic sep) (4.27)
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Where the COMSOL Multiphysics R© language finds its mathematical explanation

as:

• QOhmic,sep [W/m3] is the Ohmic heat of the separator computed from the compo-

nent one (inserted in the local variables of Component one as explained before)

and follows Equation 3.43:

QOhmic,sep = −il · ∇φl (4.28)

• aveop3 is the COMSOL R© command which calculates the integral of the selected

quantity over the selected domain. In this case Q ohmic sep over domain n◦ 3

which is the separator itself. After it divides by the domain characteristic

dimension:

Qh,Ohmic,sep =

∫
QOhmic,sepdl

l
(4.29)

In this case the characteristic dimension is the length of the domain 3, which

is the separator, Figure 4.5. The characteristic dimension is a length because

the component is 1D, but can be also an area (2D component) or volume (3D

component).

Given the heat sources, the heat transfer module computes the heat balance, thus

leading to the temperature distribution on the cell volume. Its average value over the

Component two (aveop on domain 7) is used as model input, in the shared properties

of the Component one as:

Tinput = nojac(comp2.aveop7(comp2.T )) (4.30)

The fed-back average temperature of Equation 4.30, allows the Li-ion battery

node of the Component one to update the temperature dependent electrochemical

variables of section 4.4, to capture the variables evolution for the next time steps.

The mesh of the cell will be a rectangular mapped mesh on one face of the cell

which will be swept in the battery thickness direction. For the simpler models, a finer

tetrahedral mesh is used, since the memory requirements along with computational

time are still acceptable.

After the initial current distribution initialization, a time dependent study is used

to solve the non-isothermal electrochemical thermal coupled problem. Due to the

presence of two physical phenomena, a segregated approach is adopted by the time

dependent solver (direct MUMPS solver with 0.001 relative tolerance). In the same
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time step, firstly the EC variables needed for the heat sources computation are solved.

Once they are obtained, the heat transfer model is solved, which leads to the tem-

perature value of the Component two and its surface distribution. This temperature

value will update the electrochemical variables for the next step. Depending on the

wanted level of detail the time step can be reduced. Due to the high computational

time, 5 [s] time step is adopted, which for this study is tested as good compromise

between detailed results and computation time.
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Chapter 5

EC Model Validation and Results

Discussion

The electrochemical model is validated alone as a first step, made with all the param-

eters defined in the respective sections. Non-isothermal coupled ECT validation is

carried out in the next chapter. Isothermal discharge behavior of the cell fundamental

unit is tested against OEM’s data collected from experimental tests. The model is de-

signed and tested to work in a range from 10◦C and above, under the hypothesis that

the low temperature boundary is kept by a BTMS controlling the cell. The constant

current isothermal discharge is performed at three different constant temperatures:

low, reference and high temperature, representative of the entire cell operating tem-

perature range, to check if the temperature dependency of the model is correctly

captured. Inside each constant temperature, the cell is completely discharged by four

different currents, namely: nominal C-rate, low C-rate, high C-rate, and very high

C-rate, which is simulating the cell fast discharge (due to company non-disclosure

policies their value is not disclosed). The three temperatures and four C-rates give a

pattern of twelve tests in which the developed model is validated against the reference

experimental data. The simulation is stopped when the battery reaches the lower cut

off voltage or there is no more usable SOC.

Errors on the model voltage prediction, against the observed values in the tests,

shown in Figure 5.1, are evaluated in two steps: Firstly, the maximum percentage

error is obtained for the worst point of each case [52]:

max%error =
|Vsim − V̂exp|

V̂exp
· 100 (5.1)
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Secondly, in each test the overall discharge root mean square error RMSE is cal-

culated using Equation 5.2:

RMSE =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(V̂exp − Vsim)2

n
(5.2)

which is the most important, since it is determining the overall goodness of the

model fit. Values for all the cases are tabulated in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

(a) Low temperature (b) Reference temperature

(c) High temperature

Figure 5.1: Isothermal cell voltage during constant current discharge at different
C-rates

From Figures 5.1 and 5.2, good match between experimental data and simulated

discharge curves is observed for all cases and tested C-rates. Starting from the nominal

situation at reference temperature in Figure 5.1b, the trend of all discharge rates is

captured with an acceptable maximum errors of 8.8%. Table 5.1 and low values of

RMSE shown in Table 5.2 are again demonstrating the goodness of the overall model.
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(a) Low temperature (b) Reference temperature

(c) High temperature

Figure 5.2: Isothermal cell SOC during constant current discharge at different C-rates

As the C-rate increases, both errors increase as well, trend that is noticeable in the

plot as there is a higher deviation. From the SOC perspective, Figure 5.2, the error is

not investigated because these values were not available in the cell experimental data.

It was possible to calculate the value of the cell SOC from capacity data however,

no reference starting SOC number with respect to the cell capacity were provided.

Uncertainties both in the experimental and model SOC calculations prevent to check

the discrepancy in terms of error value. However, from the Figure 5.2, the model SOC

trend is near experimental SOC in all cases, presenting a constant offset due to the

uncertainty of the SOC computation method rather than the goodness of the model

as expressed before. In table 5.1, voltage errors distinguished with ∗ are all detected

at low SOC values, so this is an additional proof that higher inaccuracy is linked to

the SOC calculation method rather than the voltage prediction of the model. As a

result, the RMSE is a more meaningful indicator in this case and overall it is possible

to say that the model is valid in the whole selected temperature range.
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Table 5.1: EC model voltage maximum percentage errors

C-rate Low T Ref. T High T

Low 9.745%* 3.094% 1.794%

Nominal 6.131%* 6.551%* 1.836%*

High 13.392%* 8.830%* 3.561%*

Very-high 9.629%* 5.145%* 17.58%*

Table 5.2: EC model voltage RMSEs

C-rate Low T Ref. T High T

Low 0.0453 0.0331 0.0364

Nominal 0.0618 0.0346 0.0287

High 0.0918 0.0447 0.0307

Very-high 0.0876 0.0559 0.0767

When the temperature increases to higher values, the model errors are all reduced

in all rates, see Tables 5.1, 5.2, except for the highest one which is explained by the

SOC difference. As temperature increases, before reaching dangerous limits, reactions

are enhanced due to a decrease of battery internal resistance, as explained in Section

2.2. This causes less voltage drop over time, as it can be noticed in a longer discharge

time in Figure 5.1, and higher utilization of the cell, visible as lower SOC values at

end of the discharge in Figure 5.2, for all C-rates [118]. Also in this temperature

value, the trend for which the model highly deviates as the applied current rises is

present. This is typical of many of the models presented in literature, [24, 29, 50, 52],

which although including temperature dependence properties, have not the specific

knowledge to capture phenomena happening as the temperature rises. This can be

also a limitation of the P2D approach, which is a detailed EC model but still an

approximation of the reality.

As forecasted in the introduction section 2.2, low temperatures, represented by

the first test case, are an obstacle for the battery performance, which from the exper-

imental data are visibly reduced. The battery finishes its stored energy when starting
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from lower values of voltage, Figure 5.1, and reaching the lower cut off voltage with

a poor utilization, visible as high residual SOC amount at the end of the discharge,

Figure 5.1. Modelling results struggle as well as the battery itself. All errors in Ta-

bles 5.1, 5.2 increase and also graphically the higher difference is noticeable. The

maximum errors are in accordance with the previous research available in literature

[24, 29, 50, 52], under high discharge rates and low temperatures. In [52], the highest

error is at 5◦C which explains the difficulty of low temperature modelling. This is

due to the complexity of additional electrochemical phenomena, rising at low temper-

ature, for which a dedicated modelling approach is required. Sluggish reactions and

specific phenomena, like Li-plating at negative electrode occur which in this model

are not included.

The model suffers an initial underestimation of the voltage value for all the tested

situations as seen in Figure 5.1. This is investigated thoroughly on all parameters

involved in the model. For example, an additional film resistance Rfilm [Ω], was

added to account for the additional SEI resistance in the overpotental in Equation

3.35, similar to [24, 52]. Unfortunately, the issue was not solved. However, there

are several physical explanations that can justify that, mainly linked to the material

properties. First of all, in the development of this model no exact material properties

and characteristics were known hence, values are approximated based on the method

explained in the methodology section, with pretty good overall results. The sources

of error could be:

• NMC positive electrodes are prone to undergo phase changes, which here are

not included in the model not having quantitative data,

• Electrodes and separator are usually filled with unknown binders and additives

to enhance their performances like Ti, Si and ceramic materials which usually

are kept secret by the manufacturers,

• Particle radii of the materials vary in a range, some models are including this

[24], but in this thesis is taken as a fixed value. This is one of the first add on to

the model that can be considered as future work, which accounts for particle size

distribution (PSD) and some phenomena as the higher usage of small particles

at high C-rates captured [24],

• Particles are approximated as spheres in the P2D model, but in reality they are

far from that regular shape.
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Chapter 6

ECT Model Application Results

Analysis and Discussion

6.1 Single Layer Results and Full 3D ECT Model

Comparison

To validate and investigate the so called simplified approach (P2D electrochemical +

3D Thermal Model) a full 3D ECT model is developed. This is a unique component

(see Figure 6.1) where both electrochemistry and thermal balance are solved in 3D

with 3D temporal and spatial distribution (the cell is halved to speed up the compu-

tations). The development of this model follows the same procedure and data of the

simplified model however, the coupling is realized by a multiphysiscs electrochemical

heatig node, embedded in COMSOL Multiphysics R© instead of a manual procedure.

The development of the full 3D model, which is the nearest to the real phenomena

taking place in the cell, is justified by the scarce amount of the experimental data.

Only non-isothermal voltage discharge curves and temperature sensors history on the

battery cell are available. No information was available regarding the amount of

heat generation or temperature distribution of the specific application under study.

Hence, the complex model is used for the heat generation comparison and thermal

balance validation together with previous results available in the literature. Thermal

validation is also an additional check of other temperature dependent properties in

the model. Heat sources comparison by domains can be seen in Figure 6.2 for both

models under natural convection case and nominal discharge current.

It is observed that the heat generations over time are captured quite similarly

by the two models for the most of components, as shown in Figure 6.2a, 6.2b. In
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Figure 6.1: Full 3D ECT model of one layer in COMSOL R© with Scale=100 on y axis

(a) Simplified single layer model (b) Full 3D ECT single layer model

Figure 6.2: Domains heat sources comparison over time under nominal current and
h = 7 [W/(m2K)]

particular, both tabs are generating higher volumetric heat due to the total current

passing in a narrow area. The negative tab presents more than double the heating

contribution (i.e. 2.232 ·105 [W/m3]) which is the result of a reduced thickness by half

with respect to the positive tab, even though the tab is made of copper, a material

with a high electrical conductivity. Another interesting remark is that the domains

which involve only the Ohmic heating generation (separator, current collectors and

tabs) have a constant heat generation since conduction is the main phenomena while

in the electrode domains, additional electrochemical reactions results in uneven heat

generation over time. The positive electrode produces more heat than the negative

electrode during the overall discharge duration and near 3000 [s] the negative electrode

heat generation equals the positive one for a limited amount of time. It is interesting
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to notice that the volumetric heat of the negative electrode in an interval between

1250 [s] and 2000 [s] is less than zero, meaning an endothermic contribution hence,

the component is absorbing heat rather then generating it.

Table 6.1: ECT models integral of volumetric heat sources comparison

[J/m3] Simplified single layer model Full 3D ECT single layer model

Qh,tab,neg 7.79 ·108 7.74·108

Qh,neg,cc 0.03511 3.79·107

Qh,tot,neg 4.76·107 4.70·107

Qh,sep 8.36·106 8.31·106

Qh,tot,pos 1.03·108 0.97·108

Qh,pos,cc 0.05583 9.67·107

Qh,tab,pos 3.09·108 3.08·108

The area of the curves has been calculated and reported in Table 6.1, to add a

numerical check to the visual comparison. Heat generation integrals are correctly

captured by the simplified P2D EC approach coupled with the 3D thermal balance,

with respect to the fully coupled 3D ECT model in all the domains. The only differ-

ence is regarding the current collectors’ domains. To understand this phenomena, it

is necessary to explore the approach taken by COMSOL Multiphysics R© in computing

the equations to capture the difference in the physics of the two models. COMSOL

Multiphysics R© calculates the heat sources over the domains as current density and

potential derivative product for each component over a volume, which in this case is

the positive or negative current collector volume Vol,cc,i [m3]:

QOhmic,cc,i =

∫
−is∇φs dVol,cc,i

Vol,cc,i
(6.1)

So the reader may ask themselves why the heat generation of the tabs is correctly

captured while the one in the current collectors is not. An explanation is that the

integral and the operator ∇ involves the three dimensions x, y and z, and when the

streamlines of the current magnitude are analyzed from the full 3D model, Figure

6.3, it is noticeable that the current enters the tab in y direction and goes into the

current collectors. In the current collectors it is clearly visible that the current is
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travelling and spreading in all three directions x, y and z. Then, when it is conducted

in the battery active material (the two porous electrodes and the separator) again

the current travels mainly on one direction, the battery thickness z, in this case.

At this point, the initial hypothesis can be verified as the simplified approach

has its whole electrochemical model solved in only one special variable which is the

battery thickness dimension. This dimension is sufficient to correctly compute the

amount of generated heat since all the current travels mainly on one axis, z for the

battery active material and y for the tabs domains. The only domains where these are

not calculated correctly are the current collectors, where in reality (as seen by Figure

6.4) all three dimensions are contributing to the Ohmic heat generation of the current

collecting foils. In all other domains Equation 6.1 can be approximated with a one

dimensional derivative instead of using the gradient. In addition, when the conduction

can be approximated as one dimensional and the volume is small (which is required to

have limited gradients of current density and potential), Ohmic heat generation could

be easily approximated with an analytical electrical analogy by applying Equation

3.44, where the product R · i2 obtains a similar result of current density component

in the i direction by derivative of the potential in the i direction, Equation 3.43.

The limited volume of the tab and the one-dimensional current conduction on y

direction, makes this approximation possible. No analytical approach is found to

approximate the current collector heat generation due to the presence of gradients

of current density and potential partial derivative along each direction, Figure 6.4.

A simple constant product R · i2 cannot capture a product of dynamic quantities

changing in x, y, z but also inside x, y and z directions, which results in an non-uniform

heat generation. Without developing a full 3D electrochemical model is also difficult

to obtain numerical values of φ and i to approximate the heat generation of these

domains. Since this contribution is important, to correctly capture the temperature

gradient evolution of the cell during the discharge a difference is obtained from the

two models to take into account a value reproducing the correct heat generation also

in the simplified approach for the complete cell simulations.

Figure 6.5 classifies all the heat sources that contributes to the total heat produc-

tion of Figures 6.2a, 6.2b. The heat generation of positive electrode in Figure 6.2a is

caused for its major part by the mixing heat (caused by Li concentration change) and

reversible heat contribution. Less important are reaction heat and Ohmic heat, the

two components of irreversible heat detailed in Section 2.4.3 and 3.2. In the negative

electrode, reaction irreversible heat is the main cause of heat generation over the

whole discharge but in Figure 6.2a the total is counterbalanced by the reversible heat
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Figure 6.3: Full 3D model current
streamlines in the cell

Figure 6.4: Full 3D model uneven
Ohmic heat generation in the positive
CC domain

which is endothermic until 2500 [s]. This is also shown in Figure 6.5. This is in line

with some previous studies that underline the importance of the entropic reversible

heating contribution and the fact that it is also frequently endothermic [29, 144, 65]

. The reversible heat causes the total heat generation of the negative electrode to be

endothermic, as reported in 6.2a. In conclusion, mixing effects are less important in

the negative electrode.

The full 3D ECT model can provide distributions of various properties in the

fundamental unit 3D geometry, seen in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. Instead the simplified

approach has only the possibility of investigating the variables along the thickness

of the cell z. As explained before, this is enough and correct for a thermal study

while keeping acceptable computational time. It is feasible although not always nec-

essary to study distribution of electrochemical variables, like potential and current

density, however, in such approach the full 3D ECT model becomes necessary, which

is computationally expensive.

If the C-rate is increased to simulate a fast discharge, the resulting heat genera-

tions ca be found in Figure 6.6. All the contributions are increased to the order of

magnitude of 106, as can be seen from Figure 6.6a. The trends are similar to the

nominal current case, Figure 6.2a with the exception of the negative electrode which

in this case has no endothermic parts over the discharge. This can be explained from

the different typologies of heat sources in Figure 6.6b. In this case, the reaction heat

of positive electrode has a contribution similar to the positive electrode reversible heat

and not lower as seen previously. In the negative electrode, the reversible contribution

is still endothermic for 2/3 of the discharge duration but the reaction’s (irreversible)
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Figure 6.5: Heat sources characterization over time under nominal current and h =
7 [W/(m2K)]

contribution increases by greater extent causing the overall negative electrode heat

generation to be exothermic for all the discharge period. Overall, it is possible to say

that by increasing the applied C-rate to discharge the cell, the irreversible contribu-

tions (reaction and Ohmic heat sources) rise by higher amounts than reversible ones.

As the applied current increases the heat generation due to irreversible phenomena

becomes dominant (according to [29, 146]).

6.2 Complete Cell Models Results

The final step of this coupled electrochemical-thermal study is to apply the validated

electrochemical-thermal model on the complete battery cell to obtain the temperature

rise and its distribution under different working conditions. The two cell modelling

approaches presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, will be discharged at two C-rates:

nominal and fast discharge, under natural and forced air convection as described in

Section 4.7. Four cases for each model are generated in this way.

In each model, a pattern of temperature sensors is employed as seen in Figure 6.7.

Points are not selected casually but crucial zones, as the tab-to-cell connections are

individuated to probe the temperature (sensors 1, 2, 12, 13). In the cell center the
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(a) Total heat sources by domain (b) Heat sources classification

Figure 6.6: Domains heat sources and classification over time under fast discharge
and h = 7 [W/(m2K)]

temperature is measured on the half thickness plane (central sensor 6) as well as on

the two side surfaces (sensors 7 and 8). In the following discussions in this thesis, if

the sensor is not specified, the cell temperature is considered the average of the total

cell.

Figure 6.7: Temperature sensors positioning in the cell geometry
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6.2.1 Case A: Nominal Discharge C-rate and Natural Con-

vection

Temperature sensors

The results of the temperature sensors are reported in Figure 6.8. For the average

heat source model, Figure 6.8a, it is possible to note that until 750 [s] circa all the

different points in the battery cell have a similar rise, tabs have just 0.3◦C higher

values. From 2500 [s] the external tabs will remain at circa 0.3◦C lower for the

remaining discharge time, as it is presented in the following Figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.12,

6.13. The point with the highest temperature will be the cell center (Sensor 6). All

the measured temperatures have a deflection from 1000 to 2000 [s] due to a lower

total heat generation in that time interval due to the negative electrode reversible

heat contribution (coming from the single layers analysis, Figures 6.2, 6.5). In the

remaining discharge time, the temperature rises till the end, reaching 35.4◦C. It is

possible to state that during this whole discharge there is no significant temperature

difference across the cell. For the model including the internal tabs and the layers

division, temperature trends are similar (Figure 6.8b), they include the flex around

2000 [s]. Peak temperature at discharge end is 34.1◦C in the cell center, which is

slightly lower value than Figure 6.8a, that could be caused by the absence of the

pouch cell cover in this model. However, higher gradient is registered by sensors 3, 5,

9, 11, describing the cell external surface, after 250 [s] present a temperature trend

0.35◦C lower than the cell center. At the end, internal tabs and external tabs peaks

at 3◦C and 4◦C lower than the cell center respectively.

(a) Cell with average heat source (b) Cell with layers repetitions

Figure 6.8: Temperature sensors readings through discharge at nominal C-rate and
h = 7 [W/(m2K)]
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Temperature distribution

Figures in this section present the temperature gradient evolution during the cell

discharge. Figures 6.10 and 6.12 plot the cell average heat source model temperature,

respectively in: the central plane of the battery cell and on its surface. The same

distinction is made for the layered model with distributed heat sources as seen in

Figures 6.11 and 6.13. This scheme is used for all the four cases.

Average heat source model: As introduced with the temperature sensors, at

the start of the discharge, the hottest zone is represented by the battery external

tabs in which the total current is conduced. Near 2280 [s], the hottest point of the

battery passes from the external tabs to the battery center, which remains till the

end of discharge (Figure 6.10c). This change in reflected in the surface also , however

it appears later at 2465 [s] (Figure 6.12c). The hot spot migration is happening due

to the effect of convective cooling at the battery tabs (similar as derived in [147]),

while the center is protected by the thin pouch cell cover. Maximum temperature is

35.4◦C in the center and 35.3◦C on the surface. A difference greater than 1◦C is not

recorded anywhere within the cell.

Layered model: The temperature distribution is in accordance with the cell

average heat source model presented, the presence of the internal tabs and connect-

ing elements causes the hot spot migration at 205 [s], from tabs to the cell center,

Figure 6.11b, so earlier than the previous model. In addition, the positive external

tab presents higher temperature then the negative one until that instant. The heat

generation of the external tabs and the thermal boundary conditions (i.e. convection)

are the same, hence this difference could be generated by the difference in materials,

disposition and heat generation of the adjacent internal tabs. The positive external

tab is directly in contact with only one Al internal tab, while the negative tab is

in contact with two copper tabs behind the connection bar, Figure 6.9. Although

the negative internal tabs generate more heat the copper material is more effective

in dissipating heat. Surface images present the same behavior of the central plane,

Figure 6.13, with the only difference that the cell exterior becomes colder after 185

[s], Figure 6.13a. The maximum surface temperature is also reached at the cell active

material central zone, Figure 6.13d.

6.2.2 Case B: Fast Discharge C-rate and Natural Convection

Temperature sensors

From the temperature probes of the average heat model it is clear that the ex-
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Figure 6.9: Layered cell model tab top view

ternal tabs regions are at higher temperature for the whole discharge duration (see

Figure 6.14a). This is explained by the Ohmic heat generation which has a square

dependency on the current applied. Hence, as the C-rate increases, the Ohmic heat

contribution becomes the main one to the total heat generation, similar situation is

verified in [52]. The maximum temperature reached by the tabs is 56.2◦C while the

cell hottest spots are at 55◦C in sensors 3, 5, 9, 11 which is the area closest to the

tabs. No temperature gradient over 2◦C is registered over the cell. With the layered

model (see Figure 6.14b) the tabs are no longer the hottest spot after 200 [s] and

instead the central sensors (6, 7, 8) show the highest temperature. At the end of

discharge, the maximum temperature is 52.37◦C. Also, in this case, the Ohmic heat

contribution avoids the temperature decrease at 2000 [s] typical of nominal current

cases. Due to different geometry configuration, which has different outcome for the

heat transfer solution, cell outer parts (sensors 3, 5, 9, 11) and the tabs (1, 2, 12, 13)

are at lower temperature in this case. A possible explanation is the higher exposure

to the air flux and the additional internal tabs which can affect the heat transfer

mechanisms.

Temperature distribution

Average heat source model: Figures 6.15 and 6.17, expresses graphically the

temperature sensors output, both for the central plane of the cell and the surface

respectively. Over the total discharge duration, the tabs are the hot spot and inside

the cell, the hottest zone is the one adjacent to the external tabs, Figure 6.15, 6.17,

whereas the tabs external part reach 57.6◦C, as seen in Figure 6.17d.

Layered model: Tabs are the cell hot spot until 400 [s] for the layered model

central plane 6.16b, and for the surface 6.18b. As the previous Case, the positive one
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(a) t=500 [s] (b) t=1000 [s]

(c) t=2280 [s] (d) t=3525 [s]

Figure 6.10: Central plane temperature distribution, in the cell with average heat
source, during discharge at nominal C-rate and h = 7 [W/(m2K)]

is found to be at higher temperature. After this instant, the cell core will be at higher

temperature. In this case both in the central plane and on the surface a temperature

gradient of 5◦C is registered, Figure 6.16, 6.18.

6.2.3 Case C: Nominal Discharge C-rate and Forced Convec-

tion

Temperature sensors

After a few seconds of discharge, the battery tabs are no longer the hottest spot of

the entire cell due to the combined effect of reactions inside the battery and convection

cooling, which is proved more effective (see Figure 6.19a). However, around 2000 [s]
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(a) t=80 [s] (b) t=205 [s]

(c) t=2000 [s] (d) t=3525 [s]

Figure 6.11: Central plane temperature distribution, in the cell with repeated layers,
during discharge at nominal C-rate and h = 7 [W/(m2K)]
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(a) t=500 [s] (b) t=1000 [s]

(c) t=2465 [s] (d) t=3525 [s]

Figure 6.12: Surface temperature distribution, in the cell with average heat source,
under discharge at nominal C-rate and h = 7 [W/(m2K)]

all temperature readings are relatively close and the tabs become the cell’s hottest

point for a limited interval. This is clearly seen in Figures 6.20 - 6.23. Globally the

temperature is kept inside the suggested optimal working range, [13, 14, 84], over the

whole discharge duration and peaking at 30.2◦C at the cell center. No temperature

difference higher than 0.5◦C is registered between all sensors in the total discharge

duration. The layered model, Figure 6.19b, reaches nearly the same top temperature

(i.e. 29.95◦C) at the end of the discharge. Cell center is 0.3◦C hotter than the external

part (sensors: 3, 5, 9, 10) through the whole discharge. The tabs are up to 1.66◦C

lower than the core through the simulation.

Temperature distribution

Average heat source model: Past 150 [s], the battery tabs are not the cell’s hot

spot, compared to the temperature distribution on the central plane, as seen in Fig-

ure 6.20a. The hottest point migrates gradually toward the cell center in the period
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(a) t=185 [s]
(b) t=1000 [s]

(c) t=2000 [s] (d) t=3525 [s]

Figure 6.13: Surface temperature distribution, in the cell with repeated layers, under
discharge at nominal C-rate and h = 7 [W/(m2K)]

between 220 and 1950 [s], Figure 6.20b, 6.20c. In the cell active material, a limited

gradient not exceeding 0.6◦C is observed. Looking at the surface, Figure 6.22c, the

cell active material reaches lower temperatures than the tabs near 2000 s from the

start of the discharge. This could be explained as in the natural convection case, by

considering the negative electrodes reversible heating contribution, which is endother-

mic around that time interval. Temperature and temperature distribution plots are

following the cell heat generation presented in the single layer section, Figures 6.2,

6.5.

Layered model: The layered model (Figure 6.21, 6.23) is not presenting the

second tab hot spot near 2000 [s] although the temperature profiles are similar. It is

seen that after 85 [s] the tabs are not the Li-ion cell hot spot, as seen in Figure 6.21a,

6.23a. This occurs earlier than Case A, due to the higher convective heat transfer.
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(a) Cell with average heat source (b) Cell with layers repetitions

Figure 6.14: Temperature sensors readings through fast discharge and h =
7 [W/(m2K)]

Still, the negative external tab cools faster, as shown in Figure 6.21a, 6.23a. At dis-

charge end, a 2.5◦C difference is measured as core to side cell temperature difference

in both central plane and surface (see Figures 6.21d 6.23d).

6.2.4 Case D: Fast Discharge C-rate and Forced Convection

Temperature sensors

At higher C-rates, tabs are producing higher Ohmic heat, hence they show higher

temperature values almost in the entire discharge period, Figure 6.24a. Unlike the

natural convection Case B, forced airflow blowing on the cell after 1000 [s] cools the

battery external tabs, leaving the hottest spot in battery center, which reaches 41.8◦C.

Similar to the previous case the forced convection flux keeps the battery in the safe

temperature range with a maximum of 41.8 C, 14◦C lower than Case B (56 − 57◦C

peak). Battery active material temperature gradient is not going above 0.5◦C during

the whole discharge. The layered model sensors, Figure 6.24b, show higher difference

in the temperature sensors across the battery cell. Unlike the previous mode battery

tabs are at lower temperatures than the cell center at 400 [s] as they present 5.8◦C

lower temperature than the battery core. This difference is kept over time but at the

end, (3515 [s]), reaches 10◦C. From 300 [s], the outer areas of the battery register

temperature values 1.5◦C lower than the core, this difference reaches 2◦C at the end

of the discharge period. The maximum temperature for this case is 40.96◦C in the

core sensor 6.
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(a) t=300 [s] (b) t=600 [s]

(c) t=900 [s] (d) t=1175 [s]

Figure 6.15: Central plane temperature distribution, in the cell with average heat
source, during fast discharge and h = 7 [W/(m2K)]

Temperature distribution

Average heat source model: Figures 6.25c, 6.27c, define the instant when

the battery’s active material becomes hotter than battery tabs, 1070 [s] and 1135 [s]

for the center plane of the cell and for the surface, respectively. At the end of the

discharge, both the center plane, Figure 6.25d, and the surface, Figure 6.27d, reach

41◦C in the cell core.

Layered model: The trend of faster tabs cooling for the layered model is con-

firmed also in Figures 6.26, 6.28. The tab to cell hot spot migration is detected at

120 [s] both on the surface and in the central plane (Figure 6.26a, 6.28a), sooner than

1000 [s] as detected in the average heat source model, (Figures 6.25c, 6.27c). Also,

the positive tab is the last component to cool. In the active battery material, at 1160

[s] (i.e. end of discharge period), circa 6.5◦C of difference can be seen from the cell
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(a) t=150 [s] (b) t=400 [s]

(c) t=700 [s] (d) t=1175 [s]

Figure 6.16: Central plane temperature distribution, in the cell with repeated layers,
during fast discharge and h = 7 [W/(m2K)]

core to the zones adjacent to the battery tabs in the battery central plane (Figure

6.26d). This is also confirmed from the surface plot, Figure 6.28d.

6.3 Overall Comparison and BTMS Recommenda-

tions

As seen in Case A, under nominal current and natural convection the temperature

gradient is not approaching dangerous limits. However, it is better to monitor the

situation because it is near the upper optimal temperature threshold, taken as 35 −
40◦C depending on the reference [13, 14, 84, 85].

Case B, which is the one with maximum thermal stress for the battery, demon-

strates that natural convection cooling is not effective to keep the cell temperature
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(a) t=300 [s] (b) t=600 [s]

(c) t=900 [s] (d) t=1175 [s]

Figure 6.17: Surface temperature distribution, in the cell with average heat source,
under fast discharge and h = 7 [W/(m2K)]

safe operational range, tabs are near to 60◦C and the cell active battery material is

near 52−55◦C at the end of discharge, Figures 6.15d, 6.16d, 6.17d, 6.18d. This in-line

with values found in [52]. Temperature gradient in the cell active material is near the

limit of 5◦C [13, 84], Figures 6.15d, 6.16d, 6.17d, 6.18d. It is important to note that

in a battery module for an EV, the cell is surrounded by other components and the

convection is not involving all the cell surface like in this experiment. Moreover, the

cell could withstand a maximum admitted C-rate double the value of this tested one,

temperature values and temperature gradient are close to dangerous failure events

thresholds. References [13, 14, 84, 85] are suggesting 60◦C as critical temperature

limit, from which hazardous side reactions can start and in the worst case lead to

thermal runaway.

For a single cell, under nominal discharge current (Case C), forced convection

is more effective than natural convection to keep the Li-ion battery in the optimal

working range [13, 14, 84], while keeping the cell temperature gradient controlled,
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(a) t=150 [s] (b) t=400 [s]

(c) t=700 [s] (d) t=1175 [s]

Figure 6.18: Surface temperature distribution, in the cell with repeated layers, under
fast discharge and h = 7 [W/(m2K)]
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(a) Cell with average heat source (b) Cell with layers repetitions

Figure 6.19: Temperature sensors readings through discharge at nominal C-rate and
h = 25 [W/(m2K)]

Figures 6.25 - 6.28. However, previous studies at module and pack level suggest

that this method causes temperature non-uniformity [24, 29]. Further investigation

is required for this problematic on this cell for a proper BTMS design.

In fast discharge Case D, forced air convection proves to be effective to limit the

temperature rise under the safe working limits, the peak of 41◦C is 15◦C less than

the 56◦C of peak temperature measured in Case B. In this way thermal runaway

risk is avoided and the maximum temperature is near to the upper boundary of the

optimal temperature range [13, 14, 84], which promises to guarantee long life to the

Li-ion cell. However, temperature gradient is exceeding by 1.5◦C the suggested 5◦C

safety limit, [13, 14, 84], at the end of discharge, Figures 6.26d and 6.28d. The actual

performance decay and aging effects have to be studied with a dedicated model to

fully evaluate the effects of this temperature difference. This is important because in

a battery pack the cell is not fully exposed to the air flow hence, higher temperature

gradients could take place.

Fast discharge situations (Case B and D) have lower influence on the temperature

decrease in the central portion of the discharge, Figure 6.14 and 6.24, caused by

the negative electrode reversible heat with respect to nominal C-rate discharge. Its

relative contribution to the total heat generation is less, which is due to increased

influence of Ohmic heat generation in all domains.

Layered model generally presents lower values of temperature, Figure 6.29, and

tabs are not the hottest point in the high C-rate discharge, Figures 6.16d and 6.18d,

which be caused by the lack of pouch cell cover in this model. Another cause of this

difference is the presence of additional elements made of different materials, namely
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(a) t=150 [s] (b) t=220 [s]

(c) t=1950 [s] (d) t=3515 [s]

Figure 6.20: Central plane temperature distribution, in the cell with average heat
source, during discharge at nominal C-rate and h = 25 [W/(m2K)]

the internal tabs and the connection bars. These are made of Cu and Al, and they

present different properties leading to various heat generations, thus they can affect

the heat transfer evolution in a different manner. This can be also notice by the earlier

hot spot migration from tabs to cell center, characteristic of the layered model.

Temperature estimates agrees well with the few experimental data from the in-

dustrial partner and with the reference literature [51, 52, 142, 143]. The two different

cell modelling approaches gives comparable results. Although this is a widely used

verification method by the researchers, the temperature distribution on the cell is

often ignored. In this case the two presented models (layered and average heat cell)

differ by some details, like the timing of the hot spot migration from the tabs to the

cell and the hottest spot location at high C-rate. The average heat model in Case

B individuates the tab as hottest point at end of discharge, while the layered model

presents the cell core as final hot spot. This needs a proper experimental evaluation
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(a) t=85 [s] (b) t=800 [s]

(c) t=2600 [s] (d) t=3510 [s]

Figure 6.21: Central plane temperature distribution, in the cell with repeated layers,
during discharge at nominal C-rate and h = 25 [W/(m2K)]

with a thermal imaging camera.

Current collectors as well as tabs geometry and properties gives different outcomes

on the heat balance evolution through the discharge as can be seen for the layered and

average heat source model in where tabs are different. This is an aspect to study with

higher detail for the final model validation. However, this remarks the importance to

include these components and their heat contribution to Li-ion battery cells models

[50].

The distributed heat balance thermal model adopted here is justified because

the cell presents thermal gradient especially at high C-rates (Case B and D). As a

consequence, uniform temperature assumption for the whole battery cell adopted in

lumped models results to be inaccurate for this study [29, 58, 118] .

Overall these are good results considering that natural convection and forced air
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(a) t=200 [s] (b) t=265 [s]

(c) t=2000 [s] (d) t=3515 [s]

Figure 6.22: Surface temperature distribution, in the cell with average heat source,
under discharge at nominal C-rate and h = 25 [W/(m2K)]

convection are considered basic BTMS methods. By adopting advanced liquid or re-

frigerant cooling strategies, the temperature can be precisely controlled, for example,

starting to cool the area near the tabs at start of discharge and at high rates and later

focusing on the cell core. This guarantees in all situations the optimal temperature

range for the specific cell.
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(a) t=85 [s] (b) t=800 [s]

(c) t=2600 [s] (d) t=3510 [s]

Figure 6.23: Surface temperature distribution, in the cell with repeated layers, under
discharge at nominal C-rate and h = 25 [W/(m2K)]

(a) Cell with average heat source (b) Cell with layers repetitions

Figure 6.24: Temperature sensors readings through fast discharge and h =
25 [W/(m2K)]
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(a) t=200 [s] (b) t=500 [s]

(c) t=1070 [s] (d) t=1162.5 [s]

Figure 6.25: Central plane temperature distribution, in the cell with average heat
source, during fast discharge and h = 25 [W/(m2K)]
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(a) t=120 [s] (b) t=500 [s]

(c) t=800 [s] (d) t=1160 [s]

Figure 6.26: Central plane temperature distribution, in the cell with repeated layers,
during fast discharge and h = 25 [W/(m2K)]
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(a) t=200 [s] (b) t=500 [s]

(c) t=1135 [s] (d) t=1162.5 [s]

Figure 6.27: Surface temperature distribution, in the cell with average heat source,
under fast discharge and h = 25 [W/(m2K)]
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(a) t=120 [s] (b) t=500 [s]

(c) t=800 [s] (d) t=1160 [s]

Figure 6.28: Surface temperature distribution, in the cell with repeated layers, under
fast discharge and h = 25 [W/(m2K)]

Figure 6.29: Average cell temperature comparison between the four cases and two
models
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks and Future

Work

7.1 Summary and Conclusions

Li-ion batteries promise to be the main energy storage adopted in vehicle electrifica-

tion, however their unique nature present several challenges that must be understood

and solved. After the initial introduction, presenting main batteries electrochemical-

thermal issues and the state-of-the-art technology, a fully coupled P2D electrochem-

ical and 3D thermal model is developed for a high capacity Li-ion NMC cell for

automotive applications. Next, the full parametrization is treated in Chapter 4, as

well as practical insights to implement the model in COMSOL Multiphysiscs R© v5.5.

Missing parameters are obtained with good confidence from the literature or deter-

mined through analysis of the available data with mathematical means (Chapter 4).

Different cell modelling approaches are presented starting from the constitutional

fundamental unit analysis. Firstly, the electrochemical model is validated by itself

with the data provided by an OEM showing good agreement under a range of three

temperatures and four different applied C-rates. This confirms the goodness of the

temperature dependency relations adopted for the most influencing parameters (Sec-

tion 4.4). For the cell fundamental unit ECT analysis, the heat sources are compared

and characterized between the simplified approach presented in this thesis and a full

3D electrochemical-thermal model of the same cell, developed for validation purposes,

due to the lack of experimental data. The full 3D model offers the possibility to ob-

tain 3D current and potential distribution as well as other electrochemical variables.

These additional information helps the validation of the simplified model, which has
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enough accuracy to capture correctly the uniform heat generation in each layer, re-

quired for an advanced BTMS design parameters effect. The last step is to analyze

the thermal gradient and temperature rise of the complete cell under four different

cases of electrical as well as thermal boundary conditions. The results of last mod-

els provide useful insights for thermal-electrochemical cell behavior and BTMS design.

The crucial concept that must be clear in mind is the need of capturing electro-

chemical and thermal nature of the battery together [50, 59, 118]. This study confirms

its importance for a correct modelling of Li-ion batteries performance, especially for

vehicular applications. Electrochemical nature is temperature sensitive, for example,

temperature dependencies presented in Section 4.4, are not valid if the temperature

goes near or below 0◦C. The electrochemical model is heavily influenced by these

quantities, especially: reaction rates constants, and diffusion coefficients. Hence, in

developing an electrochemical model, the temperature dependency must be included.

Although some adopted materials as well as some parameters were approximated, (es-

pecially OCP derivative curves), the electrochemical model is successfully validated

with RMSE errors less than 0.1 in all tested situations within 10◦C to 50◦C temper-

ature range. At low temperatures and higher rates, the model is correctly capturing

the battery performance decay [24, 29, 50, 52] in terms of SOC utilization. It is in

these conditions where modelling predictions experience higher errors.

Heat sources from non-isothermal analysis on cell fundamental unit models, (Chap-

ter 6), shows that positive electrode is found to be the domain that is generating the

highest volumetric heat source in the battery active material. This is caused in the

most part by the reversible heat and mixing heat contribution of the cathode. This,

underlines the importance of these contributions, which are often neglected in other

studies [27, 30, 58]. The importance of reversible heat contribution can be seen in the

negative electrode, as it causes the total heat generation of the domain to be endother-

mic, like found [29, 65, 144]. Outside the battery active area, the negative internal

tab generates more than double the heat than the positive one. At high C-rates,

irreversible heating (reaction and Ohmic heat) dominates the total heat generation.

Heat generation of current collectors is a term that needs attention in reproducing

the cell thermal behavior. The useful comparison with the full 3D model points out

that considering only one dimension for Ohmic heating, like for the battery tabs, is

not enough for those domains. The difference in the heat sources computation is

more than 4000 units, so missing that contributions could cause a wrong temperature

evolution estimate. In development of similar models, the current collectors heat
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generation must be carefully controlled.

In automotive application, this work remarks that is fundamental to have a battery

BTMS. At rates higher that the nominal one the cell experiences temperature values

higher than the optimal working range, and in some cases also close to the safety

limits, 55◦C in case B. When high capacity or high energy batteries are employed for

EVs, it is strongly suggested to control the electrical-thermal parameters of the spe-

cific battery cells, modules and packs, to not jeopardize performances and life of all

the components involved. One possible strategy is the forced air convection, tested

in Chapter 6 on the single cell, this cooling technique allows to decrease the peak

temperature by 14◦C, from case B to case D. In addition, this causes slight tempera-

ture non-uniformity, which is the second most used criteria to evaluate good BTMS

performances. Considerations at module and pack level need additional studies.

7.2 Future Work

This work produced an enabling scalable virtual engineering tool, namely a validated

electrochemical-thermal model for future objective investigations on battery thermal

performances and safety evaluations. Two different modelling approaches are pre-

sented, the average total heat source Li-ion battery, which is suitable for future bat-

tery packs studies and the layered model, which can be employed for specific aging or

parametric studies on the single cell with a greater accuracy. Due to the case-specific

data required, every cell is different from any other, by geometry, by chemistry and

electrical parameters. However, this study provides a detailed procedure to solve this

problem, which with the necessary changes, is adaptable for other cells. To complete

the full ECT characterization on this specific high capacity NMC Li-battery some

future work is required:

• Charge validation is an additional step to accurately reproduce the battery

operation for automotive applications, since the energy storage device needs to

be charged. It is important because as demonstrated by some studies [24, 29,

65], during charge instants Li-ion batteries can produce more heat than during

discharge. This is due to variation of reversible heat contribution,

• Furthermore, sensibility study followed by an optimization can be implemented

on the key electrochemical variables that regulate the Li-ion battery cell model

and its temperature dependency, such as: diffusion coefficients, reaction rates
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constants and initial SOC values as well geometry quantifies like particle radius

and thicknesses,

• From the single cell, modules and the battery packs can be build. Then, their

electrochemical-thermal performance can be studied applying current profile

from a drive cycle simulation to thoroughly reproduce the vehicle on-board

behavior,

• Simulations can also be used in static vehicle regimes such as a standing charge

situation. Both dynamic and static simulations can be performed adding dif-

ferent cooling system solutions to evaluate the best design choice,

• Simulation of thermal runaway and capacity fade to obtain insight on the ef-

fects on the battery cell, modules and pack once the safety thresholds are not

respected. Interesting insights can be retrieved to deeply understand this worst

case scenario.
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Appendix A

Required Parameters For The

COMSOL Multiphysics R©

Electrochemical-thermal Model

A.1 Model Global Parameters

Table A.1: Model Parameters

Property Unit Description

rp,neg [m]
Particle radius of negative

electrode

rp,pos [m]
Particle radius of positive

electrode

Lneg,cc [m]

Length (Thickness) of

negative electrode current

collector and tab

Lneg [m]
Length (Thickness) of

negative electrode

Lsep [m]
Length (Thickness) of

separator

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Property Unit Description

Lpos [m]
Length (Thickness) of

positive electrode

Lpos,cc [m]

Length (Thickness) of

positive electrode current

collector and tab

Lcell = Lneg,cc + Lneg +

Lsep + Lpos + Lpos,cc
[m] Cell (Thickness)

Wcell [m] Battery cell width

Hcell [m] Battery cell height

wtab [m] Battery tab width

htab [m] Battery tab height

xtab,neg = 0 [m]
Battery negative tab

coordinate in x direction

ytab,neg = Lneg,cc [m]
Battery negative tab

coordinate in y direction

ztab,neg =

((Hcell/2)− (htab/2))
[m]

Battery negative tab

coordinate in z direction

xtab,pos = Wcell [m]
Battery positive tab

coordinate in x direction

ytab,pos = Lpos,cc [m]
Battery positive tab

coordinate in y direction

ztab,pos =

((Hcell/2)− (htab/2))
[m]

Battery positive tab

coordinate in z direction

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Property Unit Description

Nstacks [−]

Number of stacks

(repetitions of the

fundamental unit inside the

battery cell)

Acell = Wcell ·Hcell [m]
Battery cell active cross

sectional area

εs,neg [−]
Solid phase volume fraction

of negative electrode

εs,pos [−]
Solid phase volume fraction

of positive electrode

εl,neg = (1− εs,neg) [−]

Electrolyte phase volume

fraction of negative

electrode (Porosity)

εl,pos = (1− εs,pos − 0.170) [−]

Electrolyte phase volume

fraction of positive

electrode (Porosity)

εsep [−]

Electrolyte phase volume

fraction of the separator

(Porosity)

bpos = 1.5 [−]

Bruggeman coefficient for

tortuosity of positive

electrode

bsep = 1.5 [−]
Bruggeman coefficient for

tortuosity of separator

cs0,neg [mol/m3]
Initial Li-ion concentration

of negative electrode

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Property Unit Description

cs0,pos [mol/m3]
Initial Li-ion concentration

of positive electrode

cl,0 [mol/m3]
Initial electrolyte salt

Li-ion concentration

cs,max,neg [mol/m3]
Maximum Li host capacity

of negative electrode

cs,max,pos [mol/m3]
Maximum Li host capacity

of positive electrode

socmax,neg [−]
Local SOC in negative

electrode at 100% cell SOC

socmin,neg [−]
Local SOC in negative

electrode at 0% cell SOC

socmax,pos [−]
Local SOC in positive

electrode at 0% cell SOC

socmin,pos [−]
Local SOC in positive

electrode at 100% cell SOC

SOCstart [−] Initial cell SOC

SOCwindow [−]
Cell SOC State-of-charge

window during simulation

k0,neg [m/s]

Reference reaction rate

constant of negative

electrode

k0,pos [m/s]

Reference reaction rate

constant of positive

electrode

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Property Unit Description

Ea,k,neg [J/mol]

Reaction rate constant of

negative electrode

activation energy

Ea,k,pos [J/mol]

Reaction rate constant of

positive electrode

activation energy

Qcell = Wcell · hcell · Lpos ·
cs,max,pos · εs,pos · F ·

(socmax,pos − socmin,pos)
[Ah] Cell capacity

i1C = Qcell/(3600[s]) [A]
Cell 1C current for this

geometry

Crate [A] C-rate during simulation

iload = i1C · Crate [A] Charge/discharge current

cycletime =

3600[s] · SOCwindow/Crate
[s]

Charge/discharge

simulation time

simtime = (cycletime + 200) [s] Total simulation time

Kneg,cc [W/(mK)]
Negative current collector

thermal conductivity

Kneg [W/(mK)]
Negative electrode thermal

conductivity

Ksep [W/(mK)]
Separator thermal

conductivity

Kpos [W/(mK)]
Positive electrode thermal

conductivity
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Property Unit Description

Kpos,cc [W/(mK)]
Positive current collector

thermal conductivity

Kcell,‖ [W/(mK)]
In-plane cell thermal

conductivity

Kcell,⊥ [W/(mK)]
Through-plane cell thermal

conductivity

ρneg,cc [kg/m3]
Negative current collector

density

ρneg [kg/m3]
Negative electrode thermal

density

ρsep [kg/m3] Separator density

ρpos [kg/m3] Positive electrode density

ρpos,cc [kg/m3]
Positive current collector

density

ρcell [kg/m3] Cell density

Cp,neg,cc [J/kgK]
Negative current collector

heat capacity

Cp,neg [J/kgK]
Negative electrode heat

capacity

Cp,sep [J/kgK] Separator heat capacity

Cp,pos [J/kgK]
Positive electrode heat

capacity

Cp,pos,cc [J/kgK]
Positive current collector

heat capacity
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Property Unit Description

Cp,cell [J/kgK] Cell heat capacity

Tinitial = 298.15 [K] Initial temperature

Tref = 298.15 [K]
Reference environment

temperature

Rtab,neg =
1

5.998·107[S/m]
· wtab

(Lneg,cc·htab)
[Ω]

Negative internal tab

Ohmic resistance

Rtab,pos =
1

3.774·107[S/m]
· wtab

(Lpos,cc·htab)
[Ω]

Positive internal tab Ohmic

resistance

Rtab = 1
3.774·107[S/m]

·
wtab

(Lpos,cc·htab)
?????

[Ω]
Positive internal tab Ohmic

resistance

Rc,tab,neg = 3.73962 · 10−5 [Ω]
Negative internal tab

contact resistance

Rc,tab,pos = 2.97193 · 10−5 [Ω]
Positive internal tab

contact resistance

V oltab,neg = wtab ·htab ·Lneg,cc [m3]
Negative internal tab

volume

V oltab,pos = wtab ·htab ·Lpos,cc [m3]
Positive internal tab

volume

htransf [W/(m2 ·K]
Simulations heat transfer

coefficient
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Table A.2: Local Variables of Component one

Variable Unit Description

iapp =

−iload · (rect1(t/(1[s])))
[A]

Applied current to the

battery cell

Kneg =

K0,negexp(
Eact,K,neg

R
( 1
Tref
−

1
(nojac(comp2.aveop7(comp2.T )

))

[m/s]
Reaction rate constant of

negative electrode

Kpos =

K0,posexp(
Eact,K,pos

R
( 1
Tref
−

1
(nojac(comp2.aveop7(comp2.T )

))

[m/s]
Reaction rate constant of

positive electrode

i0,ref,neg = Kneg ·F · cs,max,neg

2
[A/m2]

Reference exchange current

density of negative

electrode

i0,ref,pos = Kpos ·F · cs,max,pos

2
[A/m2]

Reference exchange current

density of positive electrode

Qcyclneg,load =

intop2((cs surface−
socmin,neg ·

comp1.mat2.elpot.cEeqref)·
εs,neg · Acell) · F

[C]
Cyclable charge in negative

electrode, at load

Qcyclpos,load =

intop4((cs surface−
socmin,pos ·

comp1.mat3.elpot.cEeqref)·
εs,pos · Acell) · F

[C]
Cyclable charge in positive

electrode, at load

SOCcell,load =
Qcyclneg,load

(Qcyclneg,load+Qcyclpos,load)

[−]
Cell SOC State-of-charge of

cell, at load
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Variable Unit Description

QOhmic,neg =

−is,x · ∂φs,x∂x
− il,x · ∂φl,x∂x

[W/m3]
Ohmic Heat of negative

electrode

QOhmic,pos =

−is,x · ∂φs,x∂x
− il,x · ∂φl,x∂x

[W/m3]
Ohmic Heat of positive

electrode

QOhmic,sep = −il,x · ∂φl,x∂x
[W/m3] Ohmic Heat of separator

QOhmic,neg,cc = −is,x · ∂φs,x∂x
[W/m3]

Ohmic Heat of negative

electrode current collector

QOhmic,pos,cc = −is,x · ∂φs,x∂x
[W/m3]

Ohmic Heat of positive

electrode current collector

A.3 Local Variables of Component two

Table A.3: Local Variables of Component two

Variable Unit Description

Qtot = comp1.aveop6

(comp1.liion.Qh)
[W/m3]

Total Heat source from the

battery model

Qh,irrev,neg = comp1.aveop2

(comp1.liion.Qirrevv per1)
[W/m3]

Irreversible reaction heat

source of negative electrode

Qh,irrev,pos = comp1.aveop4

(comp1.liion.Qirrevv per1)
[W/m3]

Irreversible reaction heat

source of positive electrode

Qh,rev,neg = comp1.aveop2

(comp1.liion.Qrevv per1)
[W/m3]

Reversible reaction heat

source of negative electrode
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Variable Unit Description

Qh,rev,pos = comp1.aveop4

(comp1.liion.Qrevv per1)
[W/m3]

Reversible reaction heat

source of positive electrode

Qh,Ohmic,neg =

comp1.aveop2(QOhmic,neg)
[W/m3]

Ohmic heat source of

negative electrode

Qh,Ohmic,pos =

comp1.aveop4(QOhmic,pos)
[W/m3]

Ohmic heat source of

positive electrode

Qh,Ohmic,sep =

comp1.aveop3(QOhmic,sep)
[W/m3]

Ohmic heat source of

separator

Qh,Ohmic,neg,cc =

comp1.aveop1(QOhmic,neg,cc)
[W/m3]

Ohmic heat source of

negative electrode current

collector

Qh,Ohmic,pos,cc =

comp1.aveop5(QOhmic,pos,cc)
[W/m3]

Ohmic heat source of

positive electrode current

collector

Qh,mix,neg = comp1.aveop2

(comp1.liion.Qmix tot pce1)
[W/m3]

Mixing heat source of

negative electrode

Qh,mix,pos = comp1.aveop4

(comp1.liion.Qmix tot pce2)
[W/m3]

Mixing heat source of

positive electrode

Qh,tab,neg =
(Rtab,neg+Rc,tab,neg)·(comp1.iapp)2

V oltab,neg

[W/m3]
Ohmic heat source of

internal negative tab

Qh,tab,pos =
(Rtab,pos+Rc,tab,pos)·(comp1.iapp)2

V oltab,pos

[W/m3]
Ohmic heat source of

internal positive tab

Qh,tab =
(Rtab+Rc,tab)·(comp1.iapp)2

V oltab

[W/m3]
Ohmic heat source of

external tab
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